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Islamic
leader
promotes

'AIDS' rapist strikes again;
victim escapes unharmed
Suspect flees scene after crashing victims car

self-prid~

By Naomi Travers
Hilltop Slaff Reporter

By Lori Buckner
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Outspoken Nation of Islam leader,
Min.lste·r Louis Farrakhan commanded students at the National Biack Student Unity Conference last Friday to
know themselves and understand the
enemy in order to seize power in the
•
21st century.
Flanked by four stoQ.e-faced Fruit.
of Islam bodyguards, F3rrakhan called the audience in ' Cramton
Auditorium ''future leaders, teachers

and guides of our people."
''Seizing power is not just a temporary thing," preached Farrakhan.
''Revolution is a process. It may
begin with a revolt, but it doesn't end
until the goal is accomplished."
, ''Power is an elusive term," he
said. He added that most who
achieve power do not know what to
do \\'ith it, so they become the same
as what they ousted, ''but in a black
face, brown face, or red face.''
He also warned that if one is
unable to get control of himself, then
he should not expect to get control of
anything else. ''The greatest jihad
(struggle) is the holy war that one
\Vages against weakness in one's own
self," he said.
While urging students to take pride
in themselves, Farrakhan cautioned
tl1em to avoid the ''serious sickness
of''! am b.e tter'' which ''permeates
.
society . •
Srrength, he told his listeners, can
be the great~t weakness because it
can nlake yoU arrogant enough to use
yourself as a measu re.
When you say you are better
because of something, you become
I what you are fighting, he remarked,
talli11g i11to the! character of a man
, who says '' I'm better becau.se J
1 gradUated from Harvard. You only
_1graduated from H oward." He then
commented, . suppressing a smile,
''Sounds the same.''
Accordjng 10 the 1ninister, ~lacks
ha.,. e been indoctrinated to believe

.
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Another female student was attacked last Friday in the 700 block of
Euclid Street by a man who claimed
he possessed a hypodermic needle
contaminated with the Acquired Immune Deficieny Syndrome (AIDS)
VITUS.
The attack occured at approx·
imately 10:52 a.m. when the suspect
approached the victim, Kellie Dutton, while she was parking her car.
The attack i's similar to an attack
that occured two weeks a&o. The
description of the suspect in the latest
attack matches the one of the suspect
in the previous incident and District
police now have reason to believe that
the same man ·c ommitted the crimes
as well as several robberies that occured in the Euclid Street area .
The description of the suspect is a
black male, between 35 and 40 years
of age, of dark complexio'n, weighing
about 180 pounds at 5'8."
On the day of the most recent at-

I

tack, the suspect was wea£ing
The suspect warned Dutton to stay
sunglasses, a dark colored cap, a .calm and to turn over all her cash. ''I
burgundy over-jacket and dark only had 80 cents and I showed him
pants, possibly jeans, said Dutton. my wallet so he would know. that was
Fortunately, the suspect's latest all I had. He said, 'Yeah, when I get
rape attempt was unsuccessful you to where I'm going, I'll see just
because of self-defense measures \\·hat you got.' ''
taken by Dutton.
According to Dutton, the suspect
According to Dutton, the suspect began to pick up speed. ''I knew I
offered to help her park her car as she had to do something. I was scared to
was fitting into a small space on death because I knew right then he
Euclid Street, just below Banneker was goirig to rape me,'' she said.
Senior High SchoOI.
According to Dutton, she then
Dutton said she politely declined grabbed the suspect's face with a firm
~~sr a:~;~tance and contin1ued to park grip, he Jost control and crashed the
car into an incline on 9th Street, just
''I had no idea he intended to hurt south of Sherman Avenue.
or harm me. I thought he was just
''I opened the door while the car
some guy on the street trying to talk was still moving and fell to the
to me," said Dutton.
ground," stie said.
Dutton said she opened the car
Dutton dill not suffer any injuries
door to she how the car \Vas aligned besides expected shock, but was
with the curb and the suspect then taken to the hospital for a routine
forced his way ' into the vehicle, check up .
violently pushing her over to the
The suspect fled the scene of the
passenger side.
crash.i.vith Dutton's purse which con''He pulled out a needle, put it at tained identification showing her
my side and said it had AIDS and rat home address and work telephone
poisoning on it," she said.

•'

. Continued on page. 9

Mi.nister Louis Farrakhan urges students to seize power.
that something is ''better'' only if have ''a history of injustice'' toward
\vhites do it first, a philosophy that people of color. '' If whites were gone
has perpetuated blacks' inferior tomorrow·, will the world be a better
place?'' he queried . Answeri ng his
sta11ding.
own question with an emphatic
·Caucasians, in their interaction ''no,'' Farrakhan guoted from the
\Vith darker peoples of the world,
The Holy Quran ; the Muslim 110\y
ha,;e mani fe sted ~n .attitt1de that their book. ''Evi l is not limited to onesself
way is better. Blacks, tie said, do not but it affects others.''
1
realize how ''sick'' they have been
Farrakhan
also
u
sed
biblical
'
'
references in his address. ''I'm a
made because or whites' belief that
they are sup·e rior simply because of · spiritual man and I'm going to talk
their color. H e said this has created revolution from the bool{s that proan attitude in some blacks that they duced them."
A.ccording to Farrakhan, while Eliare· ''less.''
jah Muh~mmad, the prophet and
''(In order) to show how far you
founder of the Muslimj faith, called
1
can go with a ~ell mind, he. allowed whites ''devils,'' he was ·not a teacher
you to get 1here with a sick mind," of race hate. Farrakhan contends that
Muhan1mad 's intention was to
the mihister remarked, hypothetically
''shake some of tis'' so that blacks
directly addressing \Vhite people.
Would awaken.
'' The enemv is more than color,"
Continued on page 9
Farrakhan saJ.d', noting that whites
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Poet noted on campus, in community
By 'fonya Alexander
Hilltop Staff Reporter

E. Ethelbert Miller. Have you
ever seen him around campus?
No? He is a thin man \\'ith circleshaped spectac les, jeans a 11d a tie.
He is the type of 111an \Vho dbesn 't
need a navy blue ~u it to look as if
he is taking care of business.
Miller is an established poet and
currently the director of tl1e AfroAmerican Resources Cent~r in
Founde_r's Library at the
university.
He is - a ~1972 graduate of
Howard University · and is best
kno,vn in the D.C. area for his
Ascension Poetry Reading Series.
Miller has developed quite a
reputation i11 this city. The City
Paper las1 November featured him
in a stOT)' as a possible candidate
for D.C. mayor.
'Althougl1
fondly
called
Ethelbert, lhe ''E'' sta11ds for
Eugene, his first na01e. Ethelbert
explains that he came to Howard
as Eugene E. Miller , but, when he
decided to run for student government, he could not find a cam-

. s Iogan.I
pa1gn
He was then asked if he had a
middle name. \Vhen he confessed
that his middle name \Vas
E1helbert, his can1paign slogan
became, ''The Ethelbert is Coming."
Later, in Sn attempt to change
his in1age, Miller started calling
himself E. Bthelbert Miller and no
longer \Vas he Eugene E . Miller .
Miller cduld be considered a
present day patron of the arts,
particularly poetry. His Asceiision
Poetr)' Reading Series promo tes
the talents of unknow1l and beginning poets.
· He has been instrumental in
bringing to public attention the
· works of June Jorda n, Sterling
Brown, aRd G\vendolyn Brooks
a1nong many other black poets.
•,•A sucoessful poet needs an insti1ut ional base," he said . '' l
determin~ three things when I
was living in Cooke Hall : that I
wanted 10 live in Washington; that
I wanted lo be a \v riter; and that
I wanted! to be affiliated with
Howard Uni\'ersitY.'' he added.
As host of a \veekly radio show

, ,(,
'

Students line up outside Cramton Auditorium Monday.

Ticket sales chaotic at Cramton
By Robin Rhodes
and Lori Buckner
H illtop Staff Repor1ers

"Photo by Merriman King

Ethelbert.- E. Miller
called ''Maiden Voyage '; , on the
Un iversity of the District of Columbia's F.M. 90, Miller interviews
artists and people who he says
''are invol ved in making waves in
society."
· Continued on page 9

'

Cramton Auditorium was the
scene of chaos Monday as students
pushed and shoved their way to the
front of the line in an effort to pur·
chase Homecoming 87' tickets.
Some students arived as early as
6:45 a.m. to avoid the long line. By
the time sales began, the line had
reached Sixth Street near Douglass
Hall .
By 9:30 a .m., the line had compressed and resulted in an angry
crowd pushing to get into Cramton's
box office.
Lawrence Dawson, director o.f the
Office of Security and Safety Services, blamed the disOrder on Cram . ton' s late opening and subsequent

·
delay in calling Howard Security to same approach.''
''I've been in line for the past four
the scene .
''The problem, apparently, is that hours or so," said Wayne Bryant, a
the ticket office could have opened at sophomore accounting major.
8 a.m ., but elected to open at 10 ''When I got here around 8 a.m., the
a.m ., " said Dawson. ''They called us line was past Douglass. As soon as
to come up and sort out the crowd the doors opened, it smushed
together, and people were packed in
after it had gotten unruly."
against the glass. We've been stanOne student fell to the
ground, shaking, according to Lyn- ding here cramped together for
.
nette Havis, who was standing next hours," he said.
Other students voiced similar comto her . Havis said security guard~
took the woman to the lobby of thi;: plaints. Some muttered obscenities.
auditorium where paramdics Still others blamed· the University for
inept handling of a relatively simple
responded ..
''-E very year it's the same thing," event.
''I've been in line for five hours.
said Cathy Aikins, a junior majoring
in international business. ''You Five hours to get one ticket . Can you
said Steve
would think that by now, Howard . believe that?!''
would have come up with a better Shealayno'sun, a second year
way to handle the crowds and the student.
pushing, but they continue to take the Continued on page 1 a

By Robert L. Frelow, Jr.

j

Hilltop Staff Reporter

Football team makes 1-ii\A top 20
.

By Darren Price

'

H illtop Staff Reporter

As the Howard Bison continue their winning ways, they
won many laurels and the latest
one is being voted 20th in the
Division I-AA polls for the fir st
in the University's history
Following No . l Holy Cross
College (7-0·0), No . 2 Appalachian State University
(5-2-0) and No. 3 Jackson State
University (6·0-1), Howard is
tied with Middle Tennessee
State University(4-2-l) as both
schools received five points.
''I'm real happy for the
players, the coaches. Howard
"

The University has decided to extend the contract of Head Football
Coach Willie Jeffries when it expires
in late January. ~
Jeffries said he' was informed of
the school's decision in a meeting
Monday with Athletic Director
William Moultrie. No specific contract terms were discussed during the
meeting. ''l love, and am cQfiillllited to
Howard," Jeffries said. ''I enjoy
[workih&;{lere) because of the [foot·
ball) stud~ we work with and the
entire student body,'' he added.
According to 'Moultrie, the recommendation for renewal of Jeffries
contract was based on ''the fantastic
job'' done by the coach.
"(Jeffries) has had good leadership
with the young men a'hd with his
coachinp; staff," Moultrie said.

'

fans and alumni,'' said Coach
Willie Jeffries. '' I'm especially
happy about the way it came
about.''
How ard entered the poll
after defeating North Carolina
A&T State Unive~sity 34-21 last
Saturday, thus improving their
record to 5-1, 3-0 in the MEAC .
The Bison are ranked third
behind Central State University (Ohio) (7-0-1) and Jackson
St-ate University (6-0- 1) in the
Sheridan Poll, and are the
leaders in rushing, total offense
and sco'ring offense in Division
I-AA .
Since Howard compiled a
Continued on page 10

This Week

''He's a (high) caliber coach we feel
very fortunate to have.''
Moultrie also spoke highly of the
low retention rate of football players
since Jeffries has taken over the
program.
'' He' s done a good job
academically and athletically,''
Moultrie added.
University Vice President for Student Affairs Carl Anderson said
University administrators are happy
with Jeffries and all that he has been
able to accomplish with the football
program. ''He's done an excellent
job and it is our wish to keep him."
Neither Moultrie nor Anderson anticipate having any problems once
contract talks begin.
Just two years ago, though--in the
midst of two mediocre seasons at best
and under constant fire from students
and alumni--Jeffries was courted
with a job offer to return to his alma
matec_. South Carolina State, where

•

•

Cooch Willie Jeffries
he had posted a 50-13-4 record in six
seasons as head-coach.
News centering around Jeffries'
contract renewal comes on the eve of
a special celebration sponsored by the
Howard University Student Association and the Sports Informatiori OfContinued on page 11
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Coach Jeffries to stay, contract to be extended
.
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Two-year renovation plan
will exceed three years

Jomes Mullins

.. Life on the .hill
'

Jazz appeals to intellect
Wyn ton Marsalis to open artist-in-residence program
Controversy, fueled by pro-

found

ignqrance

a11-d

' misunderstanding, has plagued
jazz music since the first note
seeped unsuspectingly, from some
smokey di.ve in New Orleans,
roughly eighty years ago.
Even after the span of time and
perspective, one would be hardpressed to uncover a definition of
jazz which satisfies its musicians,
singers, and critics equally. In a
more standardized,
albeit
stringent, art form such as European Classical music, precision in
both definition and execution is
paramount.
Understanding jazz, however, is
to necessarily accc:pt a multitude
of implied contradictions. While
improvisations is a hallmark of the
jazz idiom, its musicians balk at
the idea that their music lacks
order and planning.
Futhermore, jazz musicians and
singers refute the charge that they
lack technical mastery of their instruments and voices despite the
fact that often times in their quest
to acquire their own ''sound'',
musical notes are often bent
beyond recognition.
Over time, at least one point has
been proven, one which no one
dares tamper. Jazz is uniquely
American music; in fact, it is
America's only true contribution
to world art. And jazz music
derives solely and resolutely from
the cultural experiences of blacks
living in America.
'
In recent years, however, a
more unsettling reality has surfaced . Numerically, adult whites have
garnered an overwhelming share
of the jazz audience. Jazz has
always enjoyed a loyal white
following since shortly after its inception. Ironically, the Original
Dixieland Jazz band, a gro·up of
white musicians from New
:ort~a'n,s, 'J iCoided the fit~t j'azz
record in 1917.
In a report •'The Amer.ica11 J a1.z
Music Audience,'' prepared by tl1e
National Endowment for the Arts,

a larger proporuion of blacks tha t~
whites indicated a preference for
jazz. But because the. white
population Is significantly larger
than the black population in this
country, the actual number of
blacks in attendance at jazz con-.
certs is far lower than that of
whites.
The report, which was based on
data from 1982, concluded further
that the appeal Of jazz is based
largely on an individual's educa·tional attainment. Half of bl~cks
with at least a Bachelor of Arts
(B.A.) degree said they like jazz.
Nearly half of whites with a B.A.
degree also said they had an interest in jazz.
''Those ...vi th higher education
tend to like the music more,'' said
Harold Horowitz who prepared
the report. ''And that's not surprising that given the complexity
of the music, it would be of
greater interest to son1eone who
has also sought higher education.''
The recent decline in college
enrollment among black youths
has no doubt had and will continue to have a significant and
negative impact upon the jazz
audience.
I
''It all comes badk to ex- .,
posure," said Dr. Arthur C.
Dawkins, Jazz Studies Coordinator at Howard University .
''To inner city kids and some e·ven
on Howard's campus, this music
represents an abstract entity, like
Mozart,'' said Dawkins \vho as a
musician
ha s
tdured
internatiOnally.
''Too many • students don't ,
realize j,ust how close jazz music
is lO their own experience. If I
were teaching my jazz history
course at Georgetown, · there
would be 500 students in line. My
daughter at George Mason
couldn't get the course until her
last semesttr. We've got to do ·
what we can to change this mystique about Jazz,'' Dawkins said.
Continued on page 1 l

Film screening room project still incomplete
which
delayed
the
project
considerably.
Hilltop Staff Reporter
''We're not just renovating a
room, it's a reconfiguration, a
Darkness, cold air, and empty
restructuring of an entire facility,''
space is all that greets one at the en- Taylor explained.
trance of Screening Room West, a
new completion date has been
project in the School of Com- · setThe
for January or February of 1988,
munications which has failed tc- ma·
ar:J Tiylor remarked that the school
terialize from three years of planning
is being cautious with the planning
and two years of construction.
and construction Of the facility
Screening Room West, located on
the third floor in the School of Com- because the building is so old.
''We want to be sure that when we
munications, had been planned as a
~·
first class film theatre, providing a open the doors, it's (the theatre) first
rate, and it will be,'' said Taylor.
~-......,
115 seat-capacity lecture hall, and
Devin Weathersby, a junior majorstate-of-the art equipment for film
by Merriman King
· students to produce and exhibit their ing in film production, is one student
who has formally expressed his con- Construction of the screening room is ot a standstill.
works.
However, contractors have missed cern over the lack of progress in completing Screening Room West.
their completion date by one year,
He said he has written letters to the eluding maJOr electrical work,
Taylor has refused to disclose the
'·and there are no signs that work will University's president, James E. lighting, seating, renovation of the estimated cost of the ·project as it is
be completed in the near future.
Cheek, and sent copies of that letter stage, and installation of the audio, University business, however, he said
that' the Iscreening room has · been
The initial completion date wa'i set to Howard Myrick, chairman of the video, and film eq~ipment ..
substantially funded by a departmenAlt~ough the ch1e~ delay in confor the fall of 1986 by the Universi- Department of Radio, TV and Flim,
but has received no response in either struct1on has been attnbuted by many tal allotment within ·the School of
ty's Physical Facilities Management case ·
., • to lack of funds, Taylor said that the Communcations.
• ,
Office (Architecture and Engineering
·
money needed is now available and
Myrick stressed the fmportance of
Services), the contractors of the ·
The ·current condition of the has been alldcated, to the the need for this type of facility in the
project.
screening room is, to say the least, , contractors.
school as it will help maximize the inBut according to Orlando Taylor,
He said that the completion of the struction efforts within the Radio,
Dean of the School of Communica- minimal, but surprisingly enough, the
heart of the project-the extensive · project now lies in the hands of Leon TV, and Film Department.
''The lack of this facility, while not
equipment-has been purchased, and 1 Daughtry of the Architecture and
tions, contractors ran into unex- in the words of Weathersby, is ''col- Engineering Service, the overseer of incapacitating us, does negatively afpected difficulties as they attempted lecting dust."
the construction.
fect our ability to provide optimum
to soundproof and develop apMyrick stated that a sizeable
Daughtry could not be reached for . support to our faculty and students,''
propriate acoustics for the room, amount of work remains undone, in- comment.
he said» .\

By Glenda Fauntleroy
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Foreign service officer serves as visiting 'professor
By Diana Carter
Hilltop Staff Reporter

More lucrative job offers in other
professions is one reason why blacks
do not enter the foreign service said
Richard Boehm, an active foreign
service officer and a visiting professor
in the Graduate School of Arts and
Sciences.
Returning to the United States
after serving three years as Ambassador to Cyprus, Boehm is not
currently tQaching a class.
He will offer a lecture series on the
foreign service and provide services
as an advi·s or in foreign affairs and
careers in the foreign service.

Besides economic reasons, Boehtns
said blacks are not interested in the
field because of preconceived ideas.
••A fairly wide-spread misconception about the foreign service is that
it is an elite organization for the more
privileged class,'' he said.
But Boehm said that is just not so.
Requirements for a candidate include: being 20 years old at the date
of the entrance examination, a U.S.
citizen and be available for
worldwide assignment.
Though there are no educational
requirements. Boehm said applicants

must possess a broad khoWledge of
'
foreign and domestic affairs as well
as knowledge of U.S. history ;
government, foreign policy and
culture.
''I found it extremely interesting to
see other societies and the world
abroad," Boehm said explaining his
motivation to join the foreign service.
During his 33 year enlistment he
Richard Boehm
has served in Japan, West Berlin,
Belgium and the Himalayas.
The Diplomat-in-Residence pro~hll).. s~d .Jie r hope~ ~tQ i.nteract r ~ram i~ rpn ~Y th~ State J?epart~Qt, ~ •.
with many students to stimulate their 1n conJuDct1on with various Un1ver- ,
interest in the foreign service.
sities.
-

•

Join the Howard University

Slowe Hall initiate1s in-house security
•

ident.i fication and tracing in case of
theft. A program the security division
Hilltop Staff Reporter
calls Operation ID.
This semester Slowe has had ihree
In response to recent personnel
cutbacks by Howard University burglaries. Each occurri:!d during the
Security and in an effort to reduce day and nothing over $200 in value
was stolen. Student negligence in not
theft,. this semester Slowe Hall has properly locking their doors and winbegun a new in-house security dows was cited" as the main source of
program.
.
the break-ins.
Senior, Jeff Whitner and junior,
Dorm
Council
President
Carsie Hall, and other male student
volunteers, make up the new securi- . sophomore Kelvin Jones said things
ty program. During set hours in the are not as bad 1as they were last year
evening Monday thru Saturday , when Slowe suffered 17 burglaries
over the Christmas vacation.
Whitner and Hall, who receive $4.25
''Students are more conscious of
an hour, assist in ma kin& sure guests the problems Slowe had last year.
are properly checked-in and They have more unity than they've
periodically check areas such as the
back and side doors in the building, had in the pa:.'t," said Jones. Since
the program has been implemented1in
located at 1919 3rd St . N.W ..
September, ,o burglaries have been
''Our residents have been very reported :• t 'Slowe.
cooperative in si~ning in their guests
Althou1-·, 11 the program has adand cooperating with the program.'' ministr?· :ve support, there is some
said dorm counselor Edith Mccrae. disagr1=t:n1ent over how it is being
In addition to student support, the implemented.
in-house security program also has
James ·Kennedy, resident assistant
the support of Howard University
at Slowe, said 'the original plan callSecurity.
• :
ed for additional" security at the front
'
desk and in thenatlways.
''It really complements our efforts,
we encourage this kind of home effort. We are all a part of the crime
''Basically what we got was
prevention effort.. " said Lawrence another desk person. From what I've
Dawson-t newly appointed associate seen, that's not security," said ·Kennedy. "The.-y ~don't patrol the halls,
director of Howard !Security.
Security donated 'Yalkie-talkies to l 've only seen them in the lobby."
the program and ate training two
Kennedy went on to say that
members of the Slowe Hall residence original plans called for finding socouncil to use an engraving drill ~o meone from outside of the dorm, an
mark students valuables for easy impartial · pers'on who wouldn't be
By Angela C. Allen

•

I.

•

I

bias for possible friends that lived in
Slowe, to staff the program. But he
feels th·1t the persons chosen for the
positions don't fulfill this requirement. Both Whitner and Hall are
former Slowe Hall desk workers.
''We feel they are impartial in the
sense that they don't live in the ·
building," said McCrae. She says
Whitner and Hall were chosen for.the
program because they were familiar
With the op:::rations and lay-out of the
building.
Although the in-house security
program is relatively new to the
Howard residence hall system, Projects like it have been tried before.
''It is similar to a program I helped
implement last year at Sutton,''
Jones said.''But last year we had no
walkie-talkies. We more or less walked around on Friday and Saturday
nights and made sure guests were
properly signed in and no fighting ,
was going on. If we saw some
unusual activity we would report it to
the front desk," he said .
Jones said that he and the others
invo!Yed were paid $4.25 an hour
during the first semester, but at the
start of the second semester he was
informed that the program would
have to be terminated because there
were no more funds available.
JoneS said there is a Possibility of
the in-house security program
spreading throughout the dorms, but
right now they are concerned with
working out any errors, watching
benefits of the program and seeing
how students like the idea.

Student Association
in supporting

Coach Willie Jeffries Day •

Saturday, October 31, 1987
at 12:30 p.m. when the Howard
•
•

University Bison football team
takes on
Norf'Olk State

t·

*Wear . BLUE and WHITE .
•

Hilltop Staff Reporter

Spotlight, a student-formatted
television magazine will premiere
Nov.I from 5:30 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Spotlight is a part of the training
program at WHMM-TV32. It is produced solely by students in the
schbols of Communicatiods,
Engineering and Business and the colleges of Fine Arts and Liberaj Arts .
'

i

Through the pr~gram, stu~~nts 3.!e
given an opportunity to pa~1cip:'lt~ ~n
studio productio~, set t~e lighting 1n
the studios, write scripts for the
shows and work on the cafi?.eras.
Stephen Wallace, the senior producer for SJXJC/ight said, ''We encom-

"

pass the technical and managerial
aspects of television. There is politics
involved in the television industry. It
is sometimes necessary to get things
done and to produce a good show.''
''Some students have not come to
the realization that SJXJtlight is indeed
a television show and not a lab. We
~ut in long, hard hours for which we
Cfo not get paid," .he said.
Phillip Noneldson, production
director said, "'It is a worthwhile effort in which students must be willing to work hard and gain experience.
''Students receive hands-onexperience and get a chance to
deVelop a feel for the field. It also informs ·them of what to expect in the
broadcast arena.''

''Students who participate in the
program are tequired to produce productions of their own. They are giv~n
the assistance of the other members
and crew," Wallace said.
According to Wallace many
students do not take advantage of the
opportuniti~s that are available to
them. ''Spotlight is the real world,
For th.ose of us who work on it, we
already realize the hard work and
sacrifices involved. Nothing is given
to us.'' he said,''we work for the
things we do and do not get."
SJXJtlight was implemented five
years ago at Howard Univc:rsity by
Sonya Ray. She was the first senior
producer . It was designed as ·an
outlet for students to develop their
ideas and to sI,owcase their talents.

'
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Spotlight prepares for season premiere
By· Yolandra Plummer
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to show your s u p p o rt *
This is the last home game
·(aside from

Homecoming)
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Race undergoes s ift

Students seek unity Foreign

Jackson emerges as Democratic forerunner

Jackson and Farrakhan at opposite ends

1

The five remaiD.ing candidates in-

By Robert J. Vickers
Hilltop Staff Reporter

In the past few months the
Democratic presidential nominee race
has undergone drastic shifts of
momentum, leaving a black reverend
as the party's leading candidate.
The Rev. Jesse Jackson emerged as
the Democratic frontMrunner after
Gary Hart's campaign was ruined last
summer by allegations that he had an
.-;affair with a Miami model. Since
then, Jackson has stepped into the
spotlight and has not looked back . .
Although many political experts
question whether Jackson is qualified
to run the country, Jackson often
reminds voters of his 25 years of
social activism in and out the United
States.
The 46-year-old South Carolina
native holds the front-runner ppsition
because of a high lev~I of recognition
and· the obscuri\y of the other
candidates.
, In the follies of the past months
two candidates have withdrawn their
bids for the Democratic 11omination.
Along with Gary Hart, Joseph Biden
recently withdrew t·rom the race when
his credibility was questioned, after
allegations that he plagiarized campaign speeches.

clude Representative
<lephart (Mo.), former
Governor
Bruce
Massachusetts Governor

By Yolandra A. Plummer

Richard
Arizona
Babbit,
\1ichael

Hilltop Staff Reporter

Black college students across the
country are concerned with ceasing
existing differences
between
Democratic presidential candidate the
Rev. Jesse Jackson and Nation of
Islam leader Minister Louis FarM
rakhan, according to members of the
National Black Student Unity
Congress.
'' We have two brothers who have
been friends and who have worked
together for 20 years. They came
together once · before in 1984 to
esta.b!is h a united front through
pc;:il1t1 cal bonds," said Conrad
T1 ll ard, executive director and
founder of the National Black Student Unity Con8:ress, sponsor of the
conference.
''There is an error in the Rev.
Jackson's Campaign. He needs to
change his position . so that we can
give him our support enthusiastically, ''said ~i llard. ''Our support for
Jackson will. be conditional, based on
the concessions he has towards our
interests. Jackson need not succumb
to political pressure. We will back
~im all the way if he represents our
interests . ' '
. The interests, according to Tillard,

Dukakis, Tennessee Governor Albert

Gore and Sen. P3.ul Simon (Ill.).
They are now lrying not to draw
too much attention to their campaigns.Some political experts believe
that candidates will watch their words
so carefully that they will end up saying nothing at all.
·

Re.v. Jesse Jackson

Vince Demuzio (D-111.) claims that

'

''because of the new level of scrutiny

that the front-runner hps to face,no
Democrat is rushing to claim that
position (because) nobo'd y's going to

feel safe.''
That may well be the reason why
party favorite Mario Cuomo of New
York and senior legislatbr Sam Nunn
of Georgia have refusedlto seek or acM
cept the Democratic nomination .
Jackson's campaigni in the past,
has not been left untorched by the
media
sc rutin y.
~ Upon his official dfc laration of
candidacy, Jackson was immediateM
'
'
'rressure and
~y eXJ?OSe~ to media
1nvesugat1on.
Also accompanying the new media ·
scrutiny is a lower intensity of frontM
runner coverage. To the dismay of
Continued on page 11
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Fanoli.han

are focused around ''championing
the cause of black people.''
Black students today do not stand
up and take a direct approach into
the mainstream as did students in the
60's, said T illard. He. presented a
position paper to the congress that
called for an end to the spilt between
the two leaders.
The paper, according to Tillard,
has the support of more than 30,000
students from approximately 20 colleges across the country. More than
950 students attended the Black unity conference to discuss the paper and
other issues, he added.
?
''During the 60's, students
generated what was known as
creative dialogue or creative criticism
with t.heir leaders. Because of this,
leaders would change th,eir positions
based on the recommendations of the
students,'' he said.
''We are not opposed to the Rev.
Jackson. It is just that we feel he's
JNrong in what he has administered
toward Minister Farrakhan,'' he add·
ed. '' By participating in political
games, the Rev. Jackson is becoming
a less than honorable man."
According to Tillard, Jackson is
loosing and cutting his base with
black people by moving into the
mainstream to crossover to party
politics.

Georgetown prepares for Halloween crowd
By Lenora Harris

'

Hilltop Staff Reporter

>

More than 500 police officers are
expected to be on duty to oversee.the
fran.tics of several thQusands people
this holida)r weekend in Georget"o\vn,
according to. officials.
''pver the years most of the entertainment facilities have been in
Georgetown . It' s the place for people to come to party. f\1aybe that's
why its so pop4lar a place on Halloween,'' sa idi Officer Michael
McNicholas of the Georgetown Second District Police Department.,

•

Many of the extra officers will
come from other districts. And, said
McNicholas, 80 more officers than
last year will be assigned to traffic
patrol, and the Special Operations
Divisions (S.O.D.) will assign 100
more officers for crowd control and
crime prevention.
The Special operations Division
was set up in the 1960s io handle riots
and large demonstrations. They are
also on hand for any large gathering,
according to McNicholas.
According to the public informations branch of the police department, Saturday will be the only day

.I

. ,

recognized as the official night for
Halloween celebration.
''This is done in an effort to limit
disruption and inconvenience to
motorists and pedestrians," said Of~icer 'Quintin Peterson, spokesperson
1n the public in formations branch.
. Du_rin~ Hallo ween night, no traffic will not be allowed to enter the
area bounded by 29th and 34th streets
and K and R streets N. W., after 6
p.m.
. The weekend parking restrictions
implemented two years ago will be in
effect along with additional restric·
tions includin g no parking on
1

1

'

. .

Wisconsin Avenue and 29th St.r eel
from K to R streets, from 28th Street
to Mand R streets and from M Street
to 28th to 35th Streets.
The police department said the law
prohibiting drinking in public and
carrying open alcoholic beverages in
public will be strictly enforced.
Citizens are also advised that officers
will take enforcement action for
violations or infractions of the law,
added Peterson.
''The department will naturally exercise all due discretion to allow people the leeway to celebrate. But not
at the expense and welfare of the
'-'

'

public,'' said Peterson.
Some businesses in GeorgetCl\\·n
are preparing for the mayhem on
Halloween night. The Georgetown
Marbury Hotel in conj unction with
Mothers Again&t Drunk Driving
(M.A.D.D .) is offering free alcohol
testing and special room rates for the
event . The program is aimed at
preventi~g Georgetc;>wn partY-goers
from drinking and driving.
· The only difference in this years
celebration will be the confinement o f
events to one night rather than ov~r
the course of several nights.

-~

Hearing
impaired
learn
HOW TO START ·IN OPERATE YOUR
'nuts
&
bolts'
of
law,
OWN PROFITABLE B SINESS AT HOME

'

'
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By Tracey Hymes
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Joi,n the hundreds of successful beginners who are
prospering_in their own profita~le businesses at, home!

Trial Lawyers Association, a group
of legal advisers that represent vicM
tims of malpractice, accidents and
related illegalities, has created a new
program aimed at assisting the hearing impaired.
People' s Law School, the first of
its kind in the nation, began Oct. 5
and will continue through Dec. 7 at
Gallaudet University, a school geared
towards the hearing~impaired.
Classes are conducted by law proM
fessionals each 1Monday and university instructors interpret lectures tci an
audience of about 50 to 75 hearing
and nonhearing people, said Harlow
Case, president of the l3jwyer's
association.
According to Case, the program
was agreed upon this year by
organization members and officials
at Gallaudet. The programs main
purpose is to familiarize students wit})
varJous aspects of the Jaw as they
relate ..to court systems, wills and
similar subjects, said Case.

•
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Are you getting tired of your nine to five job just 10
make ends meet? Have you tried to start your own
business at home and failed?
Now, at last, for thos·e who seriously want to start
their own profitable business at home there is a
guaranteed way . It 's called ''How to Start and Operate
Your Own Profitable Business at Home''. This incredible
book is comptet'e. It covers everything from ''A'' to "Z''
It's easy to read and explains' everything you need t~
know - step·by·step - to start your own 1successful
business at home.

Contents i

BUSINESS NO 1

How to Start and Operate Your Own Profitable
Mail Order Bus in ess at Home

I

I

I

I

'
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I

BUSINESS NO •

I

BUSINESS NO !>

I

How to Publish Your: Own Newsletter

I

BUSINESS NO 6

I

How to Start and Operate You[ Own Profitable
Import/Export Business at Home

I

BUSINESS NO 1

I

How to Make Up to $750 Next Weekend

Free Bonuses

Your book also includes the following three. valuable
and informative bonuses FREE.

Nation in brief

How to Accomplish Anything You Want

U .S airmen killed in Philippines
Two American servicemen and ")
a Filipino~born U.S. Air Force
retiree were shot and killed
Wednesday in separate but apparently coo~dinated attac~s out·
side Clark Air Base, marking the
first known terrorist incidents
against American targets in the
Philippines in more than a decade.
A ilian claiming to represent a
communist hit squad telephoned
the Agence Fra11ceMPresse news
agency in Manila yesterday morning, saying the killings were in
respons.e to the delivery by the
United States of 10 VI50 armored
personnel carriers to the Philippine Armed Forces last Friday.
The caller said seven more
Americans would be killed, one
for each of the armored vehicles.
The call could not be verified as
authentic. The communists have
never been known to telephone
news organizations to claim
responsibility for killings .
Most analysts said the slayings
could have been the work of either
co'mmunist assasins or rebel rightwing military officers who want to
destabilize the government of
·Rresident Corazon Aquino .
Ali. servicemCn were warned not
to wear uniforms and to drive
on Well='traveled- ro3.ds. ·

I eo ... us NO 1 I
I

BO"IUS NO. 2

I

in

Lile

'

How to Get Free Publicity for Your Business

I BONUS NO. 3 I

Secrets ol the Richest People
But. remember - you must order within 30 days to
receive this fabulous set of FREE bonuses.
Gua••nteed

This incredible book is full of valuable information
that. insiders have kept to themselves for many years.
Their secrets have be.en revealed in this amazing book.
We want you to ~ee 1t for yourself. Send in your order
~?w. Read it. Study ii for )0 days. ll you don't agree that
11 s worth at least 100 times what you have paid for
return It within 10 days for a fu.11 (efund , no question~
asked. That is our IRON-CLAD GUARANTEE
I
·
e198e, 1992 ~WRIGHT

~------··--·- ORDER FORM •••••••••••••""
1'
1

Please rush my copy of ''How to Start and Operate ' 1'
Your Own Profitable Business at Home''. I've

enclosed $20.00.
0 Cash
0 Check

C Money Order

I
1
II
I

'

I
I

Start Now

.

BUSINESS NO 3

How to Sell lnformatfon by Ma il

•
Seven Most Profitable Businesses

'

I

How to Set Up Your Own ln·Hbuse Advertising
Agency ... and Sa'd Up to 17°/o of
' . Costs
Advertising

For many people, starting their own money.making
business seems like a dream that never comes true.
They think it requires special talent and lots of capital
and only a few can succeed. But nothing is further from
reality than this thought., Just look around you . You see
lots of self-made millionaires with no formal education
who started with nothing . One thing they all had in com·
mon, however. is a strong belief. They believed in
THEMSELVES and in their IDEAS. I know you believe in
yourself , too . Now you , too, can start any one of these
seven most profitable businesses revealed in this in·
credible book. Hundreds of people have made
thousands of dollars through each one ol these
businesses.

This amazing book gives you step-by-step lnstruqtlon
on how to start your own favorite business at home and /
prosper l'n the years to come. There are &even,hot, profit·
able programs you can choose from. Plck·the one which
Interests you the most. Every one of them Is proven to
make you money. They've made thousands of dollars for
their owners. And now, for the first time ever, they are all
revealed In this fascinating book. So place your order
NOW ... Don't wait to get in on this incredible oppor·
!unity! Simply flll In the handy order form, enclose cash,
check or money order, and mall it to us TODAY!

BUSINESS NO 2

How to Make a Fortune with Classified Ads

The Possible Dream

These are the most profitable home based
businesses that can be found irJ America today. The
amazing thing about every one of these ventures is that
it d?es not require much capital. Unlike the majority of
businesses where you need a large capital outlay of
$10,000 to $15,000 just to get started, you can start on a
shoe string and make a great deal of money in a short
period of time. Another uriique feature is that you c·an
work at home. You don 't need an office, you can start at
your kitchen table. And you'll probably make so much
money that you can quit your job if you want to.
Proof
None of these enterprises are get-rich·quick
•
schemes. They are, however, proven get·r1ch·slow programs. lf you ~ver dreamed of the freedom of operating
your own profitable business, then this is for you! While
·you are reading this. hundreds of peop le are making
thousands of dollars every month - part time - with
these 1fascinating ventures. Now you jhave the opportu·
nity to do exactly what they are doing. You too can easi·
ly be the proud owner of your own successful business,
earning thousands of dollars in your spare time - and
best of all - i~ the privacy of your own home!

I
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Please send your ord'r to:
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2006 4th ot. N.E. Suite 202
Waohington,D.C. 20002
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enrollment
on the rise
By Jacqueline Hudson
Hilltop Staff Reporter
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''The biggest advantage of this
program is educating the hearing impaired on the nuts and bolts of law,''
he said . ''We (TLA) are volunteers
who help people who wouldn't have
had the chance to learn ab.o ut these
things," he added.
Boris Bogatz, director of Program
·for Adults and Continuing Education

(PACE) at Gallaudet, said he is pleased that the program is being offered.
''We'r~ delighted with the pro·
gram," Bogatz said. '' It' s relevant
and meets the needs of the hearing
impaired . Ordinarily our PACE
programs offer educational and
recreational opportunities to
members of the Was hington
community.
''We are combining this program
with our undergraduate and graduate
students as well as adults from the
community," he said.
The Trial Lawyers Association was

established in 1954 by 10 lawyers who
wanted to network and improve their
law practicing skills. Today, the
organization's Washington chapter
has more than 400 members.

U.S. woes cause dollar to ·drop
The dollar took a nose dive in
currency markets Wednesday in
reaction to a prediction by a proM
minent European official that the
United States is ready to accept a
further sharp decline in its curren· ·
cy to help stabilize the stock
market.
The prediction by Jacques
Delors, president of the European
Community Commission, was
swiflty denied by the Treasury
Department, but not before the

dollar plunged to a value of 1. 7375
West German marks from 1.7695
marks and to 138.50 Japariese yen
from 142 yen the day before.
The dollar tumbled ·a s more
ttaders decided world governmM ...
ments can not keep the currency
from going lower.
''The dollar jlas to go lower
because the outlook for the
economy here is getting worse,''
said Jack Annuniziato, currency
trader at Prudential Bache
Securities Inc.
This stems from the worries of
the United States: the stock
market's crash and the twin
federal budget and trade deficits.
In short, the weaker the United
States appears, the lower the '1alue

world places on the dollar.

Foreign' college student enrollM
ment, pariicularly Asian students,
in the United States increased by ·
almost two percent, according to
a recent report released by the Institute of International Education
(!IE). ·
A record 348,609. foreign
students were registered last year,
for a 1. 7 percent increase. Asian
countries upped their numbers by
· 8.8 percent. The largest number of
students were reported from
Taiwan with 25,660, Malaysia
with 21,640, and China with

•

20,030.
Richard Krasno, president of
IIE said, ''Students from ·Asian
countries are taking advantage of
their expanding economies and
their governments' liberalized
politics· toward foreign studies,
and enrolling in record numbers.''
He added that the countries
were not overwhelmed by the same
societal factors that caused
numerical declines in African,
Latin American and Middle
Eastern countries.
''Economic and political problems in the Middle East and other
oilMdepelldent areas are making
foreign study prohibitive for growM
ing numbers of young people from
those nations,'' said Krasno .
Venezuela, a country whose major import is oil, noted the highest
recorded drop in U.S. student
enrollment- at 30.8 percent. Iran,
which in the past had up to 50,000
students studying in .the United
States at one time, droj,ped 13.9
percent from last year.
Nigeria, the only African country with more than 10,000 students
enrolled in American colleges, and
ranked among the tdp 30' countries
as related to population, had a
14.6 percenLdrop.
'' I am sure that their decline had
somethipg to do with the oil prices
going up,'' said Alec Campbell, a
statistician at IIE. ''They have an
oil-based economy and""th·e prices
have bd:n going up for the last few
years.''
'
Ajiya Bukar, a public informaM
tion officer at th~ Nigerian EmM
bassy, said higher oil prices are
one reason for the smaller number
of students coming to the United
States to bC educated. But, he cited
. a ''spr1nging up'' of Nigerian
universities as another major factor conributing to the drop in the
number of Nigerians attending
school broad. ·
Nige.ria has amassed 27 universities since winning their independence under Jomo Kenyatta in 1962. According to Bukar,
they are spread all over the country with each campus enrolling
40,000 to 50,000 students.
South Africa and Egypt are the
only other African nations with
students in the United States. But,
their numberS · are far below
Nigeria's number of 11, 700.
''There is an economic depression in Africa, and Pm sure that
a lo\.of African countries are feeling t he pinch,' ' said Bukar.
He added that francophane
countries (those that were colonizM
ed by the French) send a lot of
their students to France to be
educattd. The others are split betM
ween the U.nited States and
Britain.
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Also according to the report, 64
percent of the foreign students
support themselves, while 10 perM
cent rely on money from theirj
respective governments and
universities. · The remainder are
funded by the U.S. government,
private · groups and their
universities.
The repcrt also showed that for
the first time in 20 years, foreign
enrollment.in graduate programs
is greater than that for
~ndergraduate
proaram_s:.
Graduate numbers registered at
146,100, while undergraduates at

141,250.
.
I

'

,

Foreign enrollment at.a percentage of the total U.S. college
enrollment remained at about 2. 7
percent for the decade.
.

.
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The Top Ten Counti ks Willi

Students At U.S. Colleps
.

.

1. Taiwan

2. Malaysia
3. China

4. Republic of Korea ·1
$. India
6. Canada
7. Japan
8. Iran
9. Nigeria

•

IO. Hong Kong
\
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minstration Building and all the things that
make the infamous structure what it is - its
staff, mode ?f operation and aura - have
strengthened 1ts already establilshed negative
reputation which will always preceed it unless
measures for change are taken.
The bureaucracy within the walls continues
to live up to_its reputation. Workers are lazy,
discourteous, and uncaring about tlieir perfo~mance. The1Jrocedures one must complete tp
handle business are ridiculously tedious. The
thought of the red-tape associated with the
building is enough to keep you from entering
1t, no matter how pressing matters are.
This building is the heart· of the university
and, unfortunately, it is exemplary of how this
institution operates.On the same noie, if we
ever intend to meet our long- range goals while
keeping the university's mission intact, we
must start implementing change there - where
the pulse is generated.
Technically, Howard University is a private
corporation - an interesting term for an
establishment that functions like a government

f1*ds), if not worse. "A" building workers
leave exactly on the•hour signifying the close
o ~ the business day. They have absolutely no
incentive factors and no "company loyalty."
Strong work ethics are emphasized and
• crf,ativity, obviously is not encouraged.
J' 'A" building employees are so enthralled
with the latest gossip and preoccupied with ego
trips that even if creative management prograins and projects were implemented, they
wbuld not be followed.
The fact that we work on a profit motive
and offer bonds is somewhat surprising when
you consider the type of ''corporation'' we are.
We are not efficient, independent, or 'simply
organized. What type of inves(ors can we attract? Not the ones who are able to make the
contributions in the amOunts that this university needs.
We seriously need to clean house in the "A"
building. We need new management strategies,
new marketing techniques and new employees.
This time, the baby can stay - but the
bathwater needs to be thrown out - and fast .
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Although it was probably advised to be
politically · advantagous for Jackson · to
repudiate Farrakhan after his making hatred
relnarks about the Jewish religion, it is time
for tie to be mended. Is the fear of losing
Jewish campaign dollars keeping Jackson from
uniting with a brother who was willing to give
him the support of thousands and protection
to life's end during the early years of his
career?
· .
!Until the two meet and settle differences,
J ac kson is making a tremendous compromise
for the support of the non-black voters who
have no real concern for the black community.
This is to say that if high political aspirations such as those of Jackson mean the disunity of black leaders then the black community
as a whole will never ·benefit. Dissension will
rl\le and progress for blacks will be slow if at
all .
The black community is crying to assist
Jackson in his vie for the presidency and we
continue to realize that a black politician w;µks
a tight line - too far to the right and he's a sellout; too far to the left and he is a "black"
politician whose concerns are limited. But
Jackson has to realize he has to campaign
among blacks, too . Just being a black man will
not ensure the black vote.

It is agreed that Jacksons political aspirations 1J1lt him 1n a vunerable situation because
he must attempt to satisfy many differing
groups, but that is no t justification for his not
taking the time to address the many students
that came from all over the country in order
to be inspired by his word•. Afterall, it would
only have been a prudential political move being that most college students are of voting
age.
.
.

Police slow with arrest
•

For the past couple of months, Howard
female students have been the victims of the
unrequitted actions of a drug addict. A man
that has decided to rake whatever he wants
(money or sex) from female frequenters of. the
700 block of Euclid Street, no matter what the
cost.
,
He has succeeded in robbing and, in one
case, raping students in the vicinity of Blimpie Sandwich Shop, where many students eat.
Despite the fact that the all the crimes occured in an area isolated to one block and tbe
description of the suspect was remarkably
similar in all the cases, he is still on the loose.
Iris simply unexcusable that the suspect remains at large. He is truly a ''dumb'' crimi.nal
in every sense of the term, but are the police
so equally dumb-founded that they Cllnnot apprehend a man -that is pratically carrying a
tracking device?
What is frightel)ing is that th·e suspect has
gone from robbing to raping. The fact shat he
has not been halted has 'allowed for his crim~s
to become closer to being lethal. So what is
next in ·this criminal's bag of tricks, mur~r
maybe?
~I
To make things worse, public pr9tectio n

seems to be lacking. The D.C. Metropolitan
Police Department has taken the standpoint
that they must wait until more crimes occur
that fit the pattern set before they can link the
incidents
together and view .them. as a chain
'
of crimes committed by the same person.
Howard University Security has extended its
se ~vi<;es ·and expressed its desire to help in
whatever manner it can, but Metropolitan has
pratically shooed them back into their campus
crusiers, told them to go practice at the
shooting range, handle some paperwork - just
get out o f their hair.
Perhaps they are waiting for the man to
walk jnto the precinct, confess his crimes and
maxbe even write the police report in hopes
that their job will be made easier.
Whatever the reason, let us all be realistic.
This man is making a mockery of the police
and scaring Howard University students.
It is time he was stopped.
Metropolitan police need to wake up. It is
quite unfair for females to walk in fear of a
man that could possibly murder them on their
way to class. So would everyone please stand
up and help put· this man behind bars?
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Letters to the editor
Homecoming ticket
sales a joke
Dear Editor

While standing in line to purchase
tickets for l),Omecoming activities, I
noticed two· or three individuals trying to resell tickets, that they had
previously purchased, for a profit to
their fellow students. I was appalled
to see such larrlentable activities taking place.
The University needs to deeply
consider implementing a policy that
will place a ceiling on the amount of
general admission tickets that any individual may purchase. It is absolutely unfair for one student to be able
to purchase 50 or even 100 tickets for·
$5 and then resale them for twice as
much to his/ her own cohorts .
We, as students, are given a rate
especially for us , but it becomes ob- "
solete when one is allowed t9 buy 100
or more tickets to sell for hisA'.her personal gain and our personal loss.
Without some sort of limitation on
ticket sales, this type of activity will
become inexhaustible. The limitation
of ticket sale can prevent scalpers
from devastating our wallets and
make more student rate tickets
accessible.
It is a pity that in the spirit of
homecoming, some individuals participate in such an unjust activity at
the expense of hi s/ h er fellow
students.

st udent o rganization· tias dealt with
this issue in an y way. No, not even
our usual gro up of progressive
thought .
To the administration , I must say,
' 'Don 't get too comfortable. You
haven't gotten rid of all of us yet .
Besides, unkept promises have a funny way of catching up to you when
you least expect it.''
In Struggle, ..~-

Ona Alston
School of Communications

Take action against
payment deadline
Oear Editor
In an attempt to reduce the multimillion dollar deficit which threatens
the livelihood of Howard University,
the Administration has adopted a
' 'get tough'' stance concerning the
collection Of tuition and fees.
With each passing day tension is rising amongst members of the student
body as the November 3 deadline for
the final deferred payment rapidly
approaches. Recent Bursar's Office

--rs
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Troy A. Stephens
School of Busines·s
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Where are AfroAmerican studies?

As we pass the middle of this
semester and quickly approach the
half-way mark for the academic year,
I must say that I find the campus
strangely silent on a topic that was
the subject of much controversey .
Both our illustrious, publicity hungry
administration and some students
who felt committed enough to
Howard and the ideals it professes
are quiet after the push for a change.
The subject I am referring to is the
mandatory Afro-American Studies
course which we were assured would
be in place at the beginning of this
semester.
The fight to mandate AfroAssociation and the Sports .Information Of- American studies received national
fice also felt that Coach Jeffries deserved a pat acclaim for its heroic effort at relievon the back for what he has done with our ing the ''dismal ignorance'' of
football program, so on Saturday, we will Howardites. However the adhas done nothing to
pause to salute the man (and his team of ministration
keep its promise. This is not the least
assistants) .who is responsible for the wave of bit surprising. After all, Chris
Howard-mania that has taken the country by Cathcart, Todd Shaw, and a numb~r
of others protested and educated
storm.
·
There have been news clips on CBS Even· around the issue persistantly and conIt is no longer campaign
ing News with Dan Rather and (almost daily) sistantly.
time, so potential student governin The Washington Post and several other ma- ment officials no longer have to ''act
ibr media outlets, as well as a sudden interest Black,''
Certainly, the administration must
b~ Washingtonians, which have recognized our
Bison. Now, we do the same.
- feel confident that all the
troublemakers are gone and that the
The Hilltop salutes you, Coach Willie Jef- issue
will die a silent death.
fries, on the eve of your appreciation day. To
a self-confessed ''troubley6u we say: "Thanks for renewing the spirit maker'' I must say that it is indeed
that Howard University has always been sad that, to the best of my
knowledge, no concerned student or
about."

nounced the implementation of
financial suspension during this
remester for students who fail to meet
•
the
final
deadline.
Petitions addressing the dilemma we
face are being circulated around campus. I urge everyone to sign and go
on record showing that the opposition to the implementation of finan- "ti
cial
suspension
is R strong.- .lol
Through these sigllatures -'- various organizational heads seek a meeting
with the Administration. The need
for faqe-to-face dialogue is evei pr~• sent. These leaders hope to discuss
viable alternatives to help correct the
,'., deficit
problem.
1
Spark communication and progressive action on campus. Let us rise
to the occasion. Lobby the Administration in a constant and intense
manner. We must make it difficult
for the Administration to think of
anything else. Time is quickly pass. ... Do
.
1ng
1t
now.'

Editor-in-Chief
Naomi S. Travers

School of Human Ecology

Dear Editor

advertisements in the Hilltop an-

THE, HIJLLIOP

Andrea Wright
Senior

Thank you, Willie
Thanks to a graduate of South Carolina
St'\le College, there is revived spirit surrounding the Howard University Bison football
team.
Since coming to the University four years
ago, that graduate - 49-year-9ld Willie Jeffries
- has managed to bring some respectability to
our football program not only in the MidEastern Athletic Conference, but also on t~e
national level. More recently, the Bison's ~p
pearance on the NCAA Division I-AA Poll
serves as an example of such and has set a
preeedent for future squads to live up to.
'
Obviously University administrators were
compelled to renew Coach Jeffries' contr~ct
because they felt he was the best person to help
. . ways.
maintain the team ' s w1nn1ng
Well, the Howard University Student

••

•

L

Jackson made bad move
Student leaders of the Black Student Unity
Congress extended a warm invitation to both
Minister Louis Farrakhan and Reverend Jessie
Jack son for speaking engagments at the Black
Student Unity conference, this past weekend .
Only Farrakhan honored this invitation.
Student organizers of the conference set the
goal of attempting to re-unite the lea ders, but
Jackson' s failure to appear made this attempt
unsuccessful.
J ac kson has made it clear through his
declaration of candidacy for the 1988 presidential race that he is in the midst of positioning
himself in a major political arena, but his
neglect to appear at the conference after indicating his exceptance suggests that Jackson
has allowed his political aims to obscure his
priprities .

•

. •

•

•

•
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The Hilltop/Friday, October 30, 1987

The Real Homecoming Jamm of 1987!
Excellence Through Teamwork
Delaware State College
Student Government Association ·
Proudly Presents -Homecoming '87Two Nights of REAL Entertainment!
Friday, November 6, 1987 at 10 p.m.
In the D.S.C. Memorial Gymnas\um
'
The Kings of Rap
7

.BURSAR SPEAKS
.

I

to-students On Qef erred Paym'e nt Plan
..

2nd Payment. is Due Oct. 5, 1987.
$50 Late Payment Fee will be assessed on
Oct. 12, 1987.

-

RUN D.M.C.
and

'

DAVIE-D

Final Payment is Due Nov. 3, 1987.
$50, Late Payment Fee will be assepsed on
Nov. 10, 1987.

'

•

I

also
D.C.'s Hottest Go-Go Band

RE ESSENCE

•

Class Lists for Financially
Suspended Students will be published
.
on Nov. 16, 1987
·
(All students with a debit balance will be
suspended* *)

.

Tickets Only $16, Tickets& Transportation $26
and
Saturday, November ·?, 1987
Singing Sensation Shirley Murdock

.

NAJEE

Saxman

~*Pending Fina~cial Aid that w_a u~ed for Fall '87 registra-

'

1

tion purposes will be used on f1~al bills. Students, you must
pay your portio,n of the bills by Nov" 3,. 1~87, Final bills will
be mailed by Oct. 20, 1987, If ~ou have not received a bill
by Oct. 30, secure 'a copy from the Bursar's Office and update your address at the Registrar's Office. Please make
payments on time. Financial suspension is not reversible in
the semester which it occurs.

•

'

I·

plus
Club Artists

TOUCH

•

•

'

Ticket? Only $10, Tickets&Transportotion $20
For Tickets and Info Call SLY at 265-9417
'
Why settle for less?!?!'r!?!?!
'

•
' .'

.

.

'

rl~he

roc1J to graduation is paved

•

'

FINANCIAL AID DEADLINE
SPRING SEMESTER
NOVEMBER l, 1987*

'

plus Microsofte Windo'\'S l.0-i. \\'rite, Paint,

with tenn papers, lab reports, cramming,
all-nighters a11<l, of' course, exan1s.
'

.

"

Now that you've gotten into .
Howard University, BM can help you
. get more (])Ut of it.

'

I

10 ease that journey and awaken
yo11r professors to your ex,.,eptional
abiliti~ \\'e suggest the 11ewest 1ne1nber

Cardfile, IBM DOS 3.3 and a mouse.
Pop in the load-and-go diskette and
your Model 25 Collegiate is set to help

• • •

YOU MUST APPLY IN ORDER TO BE CONSIDERED

addirJg to the clutter. And it COll).CS with

l:>roduct Coordi11ator on campus.

a gen~rous 640 KB memory, rn·o 3.5"
diskette drives and an aid package every
student can appreciate-a big cliscol1nt,

You'll quickly learn ho\v to get the
rnost out of the IB~I Personal '='7:.':.a?•
System/2.
.E.££

o! the lntl!fnal1onal Bus1oe~Mach1nesCoroorat1on .

~I BM

'

'

y9u \\Tile and revise long papers anti

illustrate your points by combining
of the IB~I· Personal System/2'' family: .
words and graphics. So your professors
die Model 25 Collegiate.
will draw favorable conclusions ~bout
It's a high-powered personal cornpu- your "·ork.
.
ter \vitl1 advanced graphics capabilities,
fur more inforination on the ~1odel
designed to fit on your desk without
25 Collegiate, visit the J:Btvf Education

Microsolt 1s 1 reg1slere<j lrademarlc of tl>e Microsoft Corpo1al1un. IBM

•••

os a registered trademark and f'e1wnal System/2 1s a

•

AID IS DEPENDENT UPON:

'

i.

COMPLETED HOWARD UNIVERSITY FINANCIAL AID APPLICATION

2.

NEED ANALYSIS DOCUMENT ON FILE
FINANCIAL AID FORll (FAF} - UNOERGRAOOATE STUDENTS
GRADUATE ANO PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL FINANCIAL AID SERVICE FORll (GAPSFAS)

trademar~

1987.

'

GRAOOATE AND PROFESSIONAL STUDENTS
(APPLIES TO U.S. CITIZENS ANO PERMANENT RESIDENTS}

'

.

1

3.

GOOD ACADEMIC STAN0 ING

4.

SATISFACTORY ACADEMIC PROGRESS

5.

AVAILABILITY OF FUNDS

\

llE APPRECIATE YOUR PATIENCE IN DEALING llJTH A VERY DIFFICULT PROCESSlll& CYCLE
•

THIS . YEAR. llE FEEL THAT YOU Ifill BE PLEASED WITH A IUll£R OF CHAJ!GCS llllCH
ARE BEING MADE TO COMPUTERIZE THE· OPERATION ANO STREAll.INE PROCEWS FOR FAU '88.
,

-

-

'

*APPLICATIO.NS AVAILABLE IN ROOM 211 M.11.J. AIJIINISTRATIOll 111/ILDlll& 11IOlllf
lllNllAY., NOVElllER 2, 1987
,

Call Academic Computing Services at 636-6374

'

--

-
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O'Neal & Co. spread
'Sunshine' in D.C. ·
By Patricia A. Newman
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Alexander-O'Neal, Lillo Thomas
and the Force M.D. 's , three of today's hottest rhythm arid blues artists, performed at Constitution Hall
last weekend in a Dimensions
Unlimited concert.
Lillo Thomas opened the show
with his hit single ''Sexy Girl''. This
was a tune from' his new LP on the
Capitol Record label entitled, Lillo. '
His performance was a bit of a
disappointment for most Thomas
fans who have 1enjoyed listening to
him throughout his career. The fault
in his performance was not in his
ablity to sing, but that his band was
too loud. His winsome, melodious
voice was barely heard over the noisy
band. Neverthelesi, he continue;d to
sing throughout the show while his
band roared 'over his voice.
Much to the surprise of the audience, the Force MD's tantalized
them with some very unforgettable
classics like ''Here I Go Again'' and
''Tears."
T·hese young performers really
knew how to please their fans. The
great ballad voices of the Force MD's
were enhanced by their dancing skills.
The Force MD's warmed up t,he
stage with their contemporary love
ballads. As the group shuffled across
the'Stage ''moving and grooving'' to
the beat, T.C., one of the members
of the group, sang the popular radio
favorite ''Love is a House. ''

•

White author sheds light on racfsm,
_segregation .in North Carolina ,t~wn

''It's gonna be ind of right
tonight," shouted Al~~ander O'Neal,
as he opened the set with a blast from
the past entitled ''Innocent."
O'Neal, dressed in a conservative
suit for this performance, is classified
as a romantic type singer. He has
been compared with Llither Vandross
and Freddie Jackson.
His new album·entitled, Hearsay is
nothing short of the best O'Neal has
to offer. Next, be performed one of
the superior songs form the album
''Sunshine." O'Neal illuminated
Constitution Hall with his soulful
Al~xander O'Neal '.
cries for love.
·
Taking the audience back in time
for a short while, o•Neal performed
''A Broken lleart'' and ''If You
On Oct. 2, 10'Neal was presented
Were Here Tonight, both from his with the ''Rand B artist of the Year''
previous 1album on the CBS record trophy at in his home town of Minlabel entitled, AVexahder O'Neal.
neapolis, Minn. by producers Jam
A concert which started off very and Le\vis
slow ended with an explosion when
On Hearsay, wrote Rolling Stone's
O'Neal invited Thomas and the Force David Wild, ''We have the pleasure
MD's back on stage to assist him in of hearing one of the world's greatest
singing about a woman who is production team's collaboration with
''Fake." This concert concluded a a singer who doesn't need all that
U.S. tour for the three artists. O'Neal much help. Hearsay is a varied,
embarked on a monJh-long tour. of · seamless album that seems set to
Europe on Oct. 29, wli.ere he has been make O'Neal the major star he has
a major star ever since the top five long deserved to be."
While appearing in Los Angeles
success of his duet ''Saturday Night''
earlier in this month, O'Neal was the
"with Cherelle.
His current album, Hearsay, was subject of photographC( George Hurproduced by Jimmy Jam and Terry rell. The ledgendar)' len's{nan, whose
Lewis, the hot team that produced folio includes such stars as Gary
Cooper and Clark Gable, ca.me out
hit ~ making albums by Janet Jackso11
and Herb Al~rt. This LP has of retirement to add O'Nea\ to his
famous collection.
· already gone gold.

·r
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Black Rock Coalition drums to a different beat
0

By Gale Mitchell
Hilltop Staff Reporter

'

•

· After a hard day of classes,
stlldents often turn on the radio to
help them relax. On one station the
mellow sounds of_ Luther Vandross
and Whitney Houston are heard.
Another station plays the funky,
danceable sounds of Cameo and the
hard-core rap of Eric B! For a lot of
people, these are the scunds known
as ''black popular radio."
However, there i<: a group that is 't
marching to a different beat·. a beat
that is, for the most part, unheard on
most ·popular black stations; a beat
that has been ignored by many bignamed record companies . The gfoup
rocking this beat is the Bl;..i.ck Rock
Coalition (BRC).
The CoalitiOn, was started in 198.5
by Vernon Reid , of .the band Living
Color, and Greg Tate, a staff writer
for the New York weekly newspaper,
Village Voice.
The BRC ''represents a unite-d
front of musically and politcally progressive black artist and supporters.''
It is composed of non-mainstream
black artist who perform rock: and
roll as well as jazz, blues and funk.
The musicians need an outlet for their
sound in ''America's Apartheid
OrieTited rock circuit."
-Reid feels th.3.t the induSt~y · is
segregated. ''Major record Companies just did not want to take u~
on. They dK! nOt ' know how to approach the market place with our
sound.
''Different rock.oriented programmers have told me that t·hey
understood what I was going
through, but they said that their auditnce is basically racist and they
hive to deal with that fact. I believe
that is 50 percent true and 50 percent
of them not wanting to -deal with the
problem of racism in the business,"
said Reid .
'' Racism is in the fabric ol
America," said Bill Toles, executive
vice director o f the BRC, ''it is a
shame. but it is.···
. Reid believes that black music built
this business, from Litt~e Richard to
the guitars of Jimi Hendrix.
''The situation was that blacks had
the music and whites had the tape
recorders.

Best bets
•

Lisa Lisa & Cult Jam

Swatch presents Lisa Lisa and
Cult Jam with special guest, Expose'on Sat., Oct. 31 at Constitu·
tion Hall, 1776 D St. NW. at 8
p.m. Tickets are $17 .SO. For more
information call 1-800-233-4050.

. '
Black Magic !Ball
Ofl- Frid-aY, Oct. 30ai~:30p.1?··
the Touch of Evil Horror Film
Festival presents/he Black Magic
Ball, a costume extravagan_za at
the Pavillion at the 01~ Post Qf.
fice 1100 Pennsylvania Ave, NW.
Thd event features live music by
Vernon Reid and Livirig Colour
and J .J. Jumpers. Their appearance rriarks the D.C. debut of
the Black Rock Coalition. Tickets
are $8.00.

.,

.

Keid said that you have to go way
s1arted oul as strictly mus1c1ans.
·0ack to the blues of Bessie Smith and
Now, some of the groups members
include artists, painters, graphic ar·
Billie Holiday to see the roots of rock
and other popular mu11ic. He also
tis1s, actors, law)'ers, business people
and students.
adds many ar1ist such as blues man
Hounddog Taylor have been lost to
Toles said that ex-Prince guitarist
history. ''Others, like Littie Dez Dickerson is alsb a member of
Richard," he said, ''are' fighting to the BRC.
get some of the money record comToles, as well as Allen, Lewis
panies owe them."
''Flip'' Barns, a trumpet player, and
''The Rolling Stones, the Beatles,
Jesse J-:lenry, a mur.alist, are Howard
and the rock band Cream all · alumni. Toles said tha1 Howard
acknowledged that their roots were in
t~ught him to take his own destiny in,
such artist as ChuCk Berry, Otis
his hands. He also said that black colBlackwell, and Robert Johnson,''
leges are very important . \vhen it
said Toles.
comes to outlets for alternate black
Jared Nickerson, leader of the J.J. art forms.
·
1

By Stephania H. Davis

to wet it. ''lnsttintaneously an
Hilltop Staff Reporter
awareness of the shared racial prejudice of generations of white socie·
Much has been written about the ty cursed through every nerve in my
past sufferings of blacks through body."
racism and segregation by black
He continues to say that ''bolts of
writers. Now there is a book written prejudice that I could literally feel
from the other side. Separate Past: sent my head reeling and buckled my
Growing Up White in the Segregated knees.'' Although experiencing preSouth is Melton McLaurin's story of judice is shattering in anyones life ,
growing up white: in the segregated Mclaurin did learn something trom
South. It portr.ays what it was like to it. ','I realized (now) that segregation
be schooled in the racial prejudices was serious, as serious as life and
and taboos of the South. He learned death, p·e rhaps as serious as heaven
to question and reject these prt9 or hell."
judices on the basis of his interactions
Mclaurin was taught from an earwith blacks.
ly age that ''blacks were inferior,
· Mclaurin, a professor and chair- ) so mehow less human.'' His growing
I
man of the Department of History at
the Universtiy of North Carolina,
Wilmington, writes of his youth in
Wade, N.C. With a population of
about one thousand people, Wade in
the '50s was to Mclaurin, ''typically American." Blacks and whites
worked and lived within the shadow
of each other but were estranged by
their ''separated past'' in history.
As a boy, McLaurin worked in his
grandfather's store, which allo\ved
him interaction with most of the people in Wade. Everyone from the
white landowners and businessmen to
the black sharecroppers and saw mill
workers came .to the sto re. Vividly
and honestly, Mclaurin said that the
The boo• ''Separate Pasts••fells a
blacks he met in the store, more than
anyone else, ''shaped my·concept of white man's view of the soUth.
who I was and my hopes about what
knowledge that this was not and
I was to become.''
could not be true came from alders
However, McLaurin 's journey blacks as well as blacks his age.
from his white r·acist world into reali- Street, an older black man who was
ty was not short or easy. He relates, · a Jehovah's Witness m1n1ster.
for example, the first time he felt the challenged prejudice on a spiritual
effects of white prejudice on his life. level.
While playing in an interracial
Mclaurin remembers Street as
basketball game with a ball that kept ''one of the most intriguing inlosing air, he and a black friend, dividuals I have encountered."
Bobo, went to pump up the ball. This Street, unlike the Pr esbyterian
involved wetting a needle that was at· minsters in the church Mclaurin was
tached to the pump with saliva and raised in, answered all his questions
inserting it into a hole in the ball.
about God, the Bible and the relaAfter an unsucessful try by Bobo tionship between seg regation and
1
to sufficiently wet the· needle, which religion. This rel11t"1anr:e
on the part
is still wet with Bobo 's saliva, of white ministers to ~xplain their
Mclaurin put the needle in his mouth reasonings gave McLaurin his first in-

-

•

dication that white iJcist views bas·
ed in religion were not firmly grounded. Street, said Mclaurin, ''had
taught me that, even in religious mat·
ters, I should use my mind.''
Perhaps the hardest lesson that
Street taught McLaurln was the
tragedy of segregation. Street was an
educated man witb a great intellect
that Mclaurin admired, but other
whites !eared. He could not unders~
tand thiS fear until he realized the
moral tragedy and intellectual waste
that Street represented.
McLauriQ reflects by saying ''had
he been given the educa,t ion needed
to develop his natural intelligence,
had his society allowed him . the
freedom to exercise his talents tQ the
fullest ... his contributions to the
society could have been immen'se.
Honesty permeates this biography.
McLaurin does not represent himself '
as always having been an unprejudiced white man. In fact, he admits that
''basically, I accepted segregation."
Mclaurin is unpretentious and
believable. He does not say that he
is above feeling prejudice, but does
realize htat he can choose to rise
above it.
·
McLaur~n said, ''I could not
become a part of what had been, ... I
could never C'"lmfortably accepted the
racial etiquettt: that had been an
essentia l reality in the worIQ of my
father and grandfather·. "
Id.
McLaurin often calls his ''the last
generation to grow up in ' the
segregated South." As he reached
co llege age, ctianges took place ip th~
world outside of Wade that threatened to change the segregated society
that whites had become so comfortable in. A society that McLaurin
learned to reject through the exam·
pie of black people.
All blacks know what segregation
is, and the effect that it had on their
lives, but Mclaurin'c story should
not be dismissed because it is the
story of a white man. For ,jt is the
story of both blacks and whites. A
tribute to the power of human hearts
and minds to overcome even the most
rigidly held svstems of oppress~on.

•

•
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Tllo group J.J. lumpen 11 a part al the many baftd1 and artish al the
Black Rock Coalition.
•
·Michael Hill of the Michael Hill (
Jumpers, one of the BRC's bands,
Blues Band said, ''I did a blues tune1
said that the BRC is ''an alternate for
when I performed with my brother
artist who do not fit into the musical
'pigeonholes' created by the music in· and two sisters in a band called
Suntouch. dustry."
··Eventually, people said that I
Nickerson also added that many
should start a blues band. We did and
black, talented artists are confined
went to different clubs," said Hill.
within certain musical styles that fit
He added that his songs are a mixthe black pop slots that they are exture of reggae, funk, calypos and
oected to perform in .
blues.
.
The groups and artists that make
Hill said that his songs are ab.o ut
up the BRC range from the rock of
the different aspects of the AfricanVernon Reid and Living Color to the
American experience. Some of his
progressive jazz of Steve Coleman
songs have political themes.
and Geri Allen.
''What the. industry puts forth as
Also included are the Michael Hill
Blues b,a nd, Andre Anthony and the black pop is about romance, not
politics. If you listened to the radio,
Deed, the Uptown Atomics, the
arena·style rockers of Banzai Kik and you would think that all black peo'ple did was party and fall in Jove,"
the surf-n1e1al combo 24/7 Spyz . .
According to Toles, the BRC said Hill.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Wynton Marsalis plays
with jazz ensemble
~he

Department of Music will
begin its 1987-88 Artist-inResidence series on Nov. 5 with
Grammy Award Winner Wynton
Marsalis, trumpeter. Mr. Marsalis
will be featured with the Howard
University Jazz Ensemble and will
present a lecture at the end of the
concert to be held at Rankin
Memorial Chapel at 1::40 p.m.
The 1988 dates for the series are
Jan. 21, Feb. 17-18 and Mar. 16.
Presenting artist will include
Grover Washington Jr, Hilbert
~Laws, Ramsey Lewis and Marilyn
McCoo. Other artists will soon be
announced , Call 636-7082 for
futher information.

Concert band performs
•

In observance of American
music week, Nov. 1-7, the Howard

University c'oncert band will perform in And"r~w Rankin Memorial
Chapel, at 6 p.m. on Nov. I. The
concert is free and sponsored by
the Department of Music.
There will also be a faculty concert on Nov. 2-3 and a performance by the Howard University
Chorale at noon on Nov. 4. in
Rankin Memorial Chapel. For
more information contact Dr.
-Raymond Jackson at 636-7082 or
636·7091.

Fantastic Halloween

'

••
/

The Dance Place on 33225 8th
St, NW is sponsoring their 6th Annual Fantastic Hallowee,n Artist
and Dancers Night to Howl on
Oct. 31 from 9 p.m. to 3 a.m. A
Costume contest will be held at
midnight with $31.00 plus an artist trOphy going to the first prize
winners. Admission lo.the party is
$4.00.
. .

-

* WASHINGTON,
ALL SEATS
RESERVED

•18.00

D. C.

*

Tickets on sale at:

ALL~
& ALL @TI01"1\0N OU1"LETS
FOR INFORMATION CALL' 626·1050

SHOWTIME S P. M.
TO CHARGE CALL:
~'l'&'llltlN"

1-800-233-4050 _/

QL.OM: POSTE" HllHTING COAP., 1.01 9Y9'[) '$TAEET, 8ALTIMOAE, MO. 212:>0 (301) llW717

Co-Sponsored by Dark & Lovely Products, Inc.

................
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WELCOME BACK!!

•

-

••

Get Set for Two EvenJ.ng8 of
Fun and Excitement!
... ff that _was not enough . . .

First come join the models , designers and
producers of the
H.U. A:omecomlng Fa8hion Show
and dance the night away at

•

F RI DAY NIG H T LIVE

T H E AFTER PARTYll

at the
Fitch, Fox 0.nd Br11wn
in the

Thursday, November ~th. 1987
10:00 p.m . • 3:00 a .m .

O l d Pot1t Offlee Pa v lllloa
11th & Pcnns~·l,·ania A,·..: ., ~ . W .

••
East S id e

V.' ashington, D.( ·
289.1100

1824 Half Street , S .'\ \'.
Washingtqn , D. C .
488-1206
1

(()me Party on Two Floors to the So1rnds 'o f'WPGC's own
O.J . Sir Charles Dixon!!
l

,.\dmlsslon : 83 "'· / Collc(i(c 1.0 .
o r ticket stub from Fashtr111 Sho \\'
86 General ..\dmlsslon

DRl=--.K SPEC I.US .UL

!
!.._

Friday·, November 6th, 1987
10:00 p.m. - 3:00 a.m. '

:'\IC1HT~

Directions to East Sid{ call : 488-1 21)6

.\dmlsslon : 86.00

•

Howard University, Nov. 16, 1987
Check with Career Planning and Placement Office for times .

•Special Celebrltv Guests•
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Bain & Company, Inc. ,

'

Management Consultants
cordially invites

'

'

•'

•

•
•

•'

The Howard University
Classes of 1988 & 1989

•

'

'

•

•

•

to a presentation and reception on

•

'I

.

Associate & Consultant Career Opportunities
and Internships in
Corporate Strategy Consulting

,•

•

•
•

.
Boston
•

San Francisco

l

•

Monday, November 2, 1987
4:00 p.m.
Ex~utive Ste. 539

London

. '/
Paris

"

•

Munich
•

Tokyo
•

•

,

•

'
•

•

.

'

'
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Bison geared for Norfolk
after victory over A & T
Zal' k('r~

ll)

Bi~o11

Burg e s~

P.

and

•

.>\lo n1a Robcrcso n
tldl1op Scalr Reporter'-

.,

\ltlSI Nor1l1 Caroli11a .1\&l- fans
c<1111c 10 1\ggic Staclium last Saturda)'
. 10 "L'C their 1ca111 get re· •er1ge for a
[)lt1\\0t1t l0.':!"1 to Ho\vard last .":ieaso11.
\\'e ll. the} \\'ere dissappoi11ted }'Ct

:.1r101l1cr ~·ear ;.1 ... tl1c Biso11, behind

\.!ll()d lJlo1.·ki11c., that prc>d11ced 377
;;1rd~ ru~l1i11g~ pou11~ed the Aggies
.~4-~ 1 .:111J irllJ)fO\'Cd ~heir record to
5 t.
I
\~<1~i-;,1p ,l1pl10111orc railback Fred
J...illi11g~. \\'!10 l1acl 105 :;·ards on 11lr1e
..::111iC"! ;111d three toucl1do\vns, sea!('(! A& ·r·~ fate a1 2:35 left in 1!1e
0

t llt1rth
~0 - \:.1rtl

1 111.•

q11::ir11..·r,

breaki11g

for

a

off-ta<.:klc jaun1.

Aggie ~. ''' hose record is no\v

~ - -l. 1Jl :1~·cd

tough for tl1rcc q\Jartcrs.
lr1 1'~1 ..:t, at 1l1c.> c.>11d of tl1e third
l!Ll<lr!L'r. 1l1c.> Aggie's led ttic ga111e
: 1- 1-l, afTc.>r <;e11ior quarterbacl-., .'·\la11
I !t1Lli...r.:r )1i1 \\ idc rccei\•er Anrl1on)·
1il·~1 \\ tll a11 8-\•ard lOllChdO\\ n (TD)
pa'' L111dc.>r ~ hca\ }' rL1~h fro111 :lie

defense.
1 !1e Bison bro ke loose for 20
l111ans'''cred po ints in the fou rth
quarter. Quarterpac k Lee Du bose,
''' ho didn't enter the game u nti l the
seco11d quarte r , scored tl1e tyi ng
1ouchdO\\•n 011 a 15-yard keeper at
11:39. Kill it1gs had a 20-ya rd
!0L1chdo,.,n at 8:54. then scored again
'''ith 1hc last 20-ya rder, 10 p u t the
game a'''ay ..
All- M EAC 1ai.lbac k H ar\'~ '\· Reed,
\\'ho did11't start 1!1c ga me after sitli11g out last '''cck's Virg in ia Stat e
g~;nc \vi th <l bad an kl e, led a ll bal l
carriers '''it h 152 yard s 011 24 ca rries
a11d 0 11e T D .
Reed broke several short runs int o
~(l 10 .10 yard ga-i ns. H o,ve\'Cr, inany
tin1es !1e limped back to tl1e huddle
or the side line gi\'ing hint tha1 ~ his
a11kle '''as still bothe ring him ..
But Kil li11 gs. fullback Tyr one
.loh11son and quarterback J ohn J ar\ is - \\ 110 :.tarted his seco11 d ga rne a
little crra1ically -- \vere able to pick
up the sl a~k Y,iith son1e fine running
brhind exct'ptiona lly good blocks of
·'IO-poL1nd tackle Roy Pierson and
295 -ro und tackle Gary Martin.

'

••,,,

• •

'

~

' "

-~

H ar.,ey Reed scored his tenth
to uchdo wn o f 1he s~ ason in the second quarter . The Bi son held a 14-7
lead a t that po int , but were soon
a nswered b y· A&T, a s both team s
" 'ent into th e loc Ker ro om tied 14- 14
at halftime.
Th is \veek , the fo otball team may
have to g ua rd fo r a let d o wn , after
coming o ff a big win i11 ~ O r t h
Carolina .
•
The Bison, who are rar1ked 20th
nationally in Division I-AA , take on
t'J1e Norfolk State Spartans, who have
,. '
been labeled ' ' shal low in depth, age
•.
and experien c e," Saturda y at
'•
Ho,vard' s Green stadium .
The Spartans who began thei r
to 1 57-yard day .
season at 3-2 \Vit h a defeat over No rt h , Harvey Ree d rushes
•
Carolin a A & T recent ly. After playing A & T , they lost three st raig ht ,.,ingbai.:k Do11 t\1orris, \\·itl1 27 carhalf sack a11d l \\'O fun1ble recoveries). · i111erceptio11s and one fumbl e
gam e_s. And now the S partans a re ries a11d 141 ~· ards; and SOJJhomo re
T he tea m is a llO\\' ing 1·94.1 }"ards recovery) he] ]) lead Nor fol k 's
looking to e nd their losi ng strea k qt1arterback Ja111e<; Bar11cs, '''ith 22 of per gan1e o n the grou nd and 125.3 defense.
against Howard.
67 carrie s. 336 .~'ar ds, _t,vp }'ards per game in the air.
·' You ng kids that de mo nstrat e
T he Spartans o ffen se has averag- t Oltctido\\ 11s and three 1n1 erccpt1ons,
Sophomore linebacker Artl1ur J im- their yol1th ha,,e ca11sed problems th is
ed 137 .8 yard s per game o n the all lead 1!1e offense.
n1erso n (33 tackles and 2 Yi sac ks), season ," sa id Spa rtan coac h W illiard
ground a nd 8 1.0 ya rds in th e a ir.
Tl1e S1Jar1a11 defen~e is a fairl)' jL1t1ior li nebacker Rod ne)' Ba} lor (36 Baile~'· T he youth of tl1e tea m as been
F1eshman ful lback Kenn y Gall op , }'Ollllg squaJ \\ i1l1 tile CXCCJJtio11 Of tackles and nine sacks) and fresh1nan 011e of its biggest \vcak nesses , Bailey
Yiho cla ims 43 carries , 203 yards a nd senior Bci1 Jack~on (68 tackles, one- defensive back Michael Rollins (three said.
three tou c hd o wn s; so ph o m ore
1

Chapel services inspire players

Lady Bison
towatd NCAA bid
1

" u,. Jo' h r:
lii ll!c>p

~tai'!

'

ll ~

C ha rli s:.i H o llo\\'a)
flill1or S1;1t! Rl·port(·1

0

•

1\t1 er a ~ucccs':ll.t1l 1986-87 season
;1" the ~ l icl-E<1s1er11 Atl1letic Co11ferc11ce cha111pi911s, the Lad}' Bison
ba:-il-.ctball teatn i" expec1ed to shoot
f()r C\C11 greater height" tliis )'ea.r.
··I ca11 't tell if\\ e are good ~cl, bLII
\\e llcfi11itcly· l1a\C 1!1e tool:. to do
''ell," :.~1id Sa11ya T~' lcr, \\'Omen's
l)t1~i...c1ball co.:1c!1. Ty·lcr, \\ith an
O\ crall tea111 record of 90-98, tias co11ricle11i..:cil-1 l1r.:r tt'atn ;111d its abilit~· to
lli> \\Cll !11 1!1c llfJC0111i11g sea.,,on.
Tl1e 1c.ir11', c611fl...tl1cc record last
\Ctlr \\as 11 -3. Tl1c1r overall record
1\ ·;1s 19- 10 ,,·it!1 tea 111 leal!er, Darlene
IJca!c, lcad111g 1hc \\·ay to 111ost of the
'1c1orics.
Bcd:Je is a l\\()-!iinc: .\ IEAC ''Pla)er
of tl1d Year' ' and a three ti111e ·'All1\ilEAi=-' P.la)·cr.·· La:.t seaso 11 she '''a:.
rccogQi?cd for 111~1ki11g lier l .OOOth rcl1ot111d. Sl1e C\l'n toured E4r0pe \\'ith
.1 ~nc<:ia! ba~i...ctball tean1.
Actordi11 g.to T}lcr, Beale 111a)· be ,
1u.,1 as ~tror1g , cJr C\i.:11 ">lro11gcr , tl1a11
li'.1'>1 y..:ar.
··\\ l1i.:ti a ~0L111g athlet..:: re<.1chc~
ll1crl pc;:1k il ·., l1ard 10 dctermi11c if
~lie ''ill ret11r11 ''ith the ~a1nc
eagc.>111c..,, to repeat or c' e11 11npro\ c," said 1-yler. adclin!? tl1at ~!1e
c .1;1Jec1~ Ucale to litiplicatt" !ast
~ca,011's ~t~1!istic<,.
!~ Olli" of tl1c l0!1

si-. plct)Crs ha\·e
<.1!~0 re1ur11cd for a1101t1cr seus-011 \\'ith
1t1c Bison. Yol;_1nd<1 Lock<11TI}' ancl
R(JSl)'ll 13cl! art.:' re!L1r11i11g to t!1e top
of 1l1c key <lS gt1<1rds. Lisa l _e ,,·is i~ a
rc1t1r11i11g fOT\\ ~lrd a11d i\rtinc Hector,

..

,.4...
•

at 5' 11 '' '''ill play at the small for\\ a rd
position,
substituting
so me1in1es as guard.
Beale \\•ill play s1rong for\\'ard and
\\•ill ge1 sonic playing ti 1ne as the
L'e11ter.
Tl1is :.easo11, the Lady Bison have
fi\'e freshmen to add lo the roster, including 1he 6'4''· ~1arle n e H enderson,
of 1\ptos,Calif. and 6'3'' Kimberly
\VrighJ, of Ne\\ ark, N.J. H enderson
and \\' right are the team's b right est

\
"~Vh en

1re~hme11 prospects, according to
r }lCr, \\' hO added tJ1at, '' ... a fe\V
\\ill get [a] substa11tial amou nt of
pla~· ing 1in1e.''
VancSs a Gral1am, a fift l1 year
sc11ior, is another add ition to l he
Bison's squad. Sl1e has been a team
pla~1 cr in the past, but has bee n injµred off .and on for the past two

Hcp<.1rtcr

[\er)' Frictav 11i-gh1 fciotbal l tca 1n
gc11l1ers i11 roo111216of1he School of
Bli~ine ss a11tl JJ 11blic .1\dministratio n
for a 1c.1111 111L·cti ng \\'l1erc thl' game
of life - a11d 1101 football - takes
precedence.
At each n1eeting, the tea m 's
coaches eo11duc1 l·ha1)el ser\ ices, 11ot
\\'i tl1 1he intent of conve rting their
pla\crs. btit to gel their pla)'ers in
toi1(l1 \\'ith the ·'ups and do\v11s' '. that
life l1a!-> 10 offer.
TJ1e chapel ~Lr\-i..:e concept bcga11
in tl1c Fall of 1983 tinder, then head
coa..:t1 , Joe T a)·lor. Al its incep tion,
1t1c <.er, ice" la<,ted 5 niinutcs before
Ilic 1ea1n \\'e111 o·n to rev iew ga n1e
film ~. N()\\' an e11tirc !1alf ho ur is
dedicated to tl1c service, and in many
cases, depe11ding 011 1t1e agend a, the
111ceti11gs t1avc gone on for over, a n
1

1

a }1oung athlete
reacl1es [her] peak, it 's hard
10 cletermine if she will
re1 11rn with rh e same
eager11ess tr: repeat or even
.
"
1mprol'e.

M i1cl1 cll

•

hour.
Largely respo11sible for tf1e Bison's
regi me has bee11 the influe11ce of Brett
E. Full cr an cl his n1i ni stry.
'' H e's al v.ays- to gi,,e free!~' of his
ti 1ne to a n y pla)'e r \\'hO 11eed .~ l1i1n, ·•
said coacl1 Earl H Limes.
What makes F uller u11ique lO 1he
players is that he J1as been in their
shoes be fore. H e played footb a ll at
Bethan}' College in Kansas Cit)', Kansas and in 1980, he \\'as named
honorable me11tion, all-conference as
\\•id e receive r . A s a result the pla}'crs
fi nd it easy to rela te to him.
'' Rev. F uller is }'Ou ng and energe!ic
and easy to talk to. H e never lets us
forget that God is al\vays behi11 d 11.<;
botl1 on and oft· the fielcl," said
lit1e backer Cl1arles J ones. '' H is experience as a footba ll player also
1nakes it eas le r to relate to him. "
Full er has b ro ug h t \\•ith l1in1
nl1merous soec ia l guests to 1alk wi th

''If she can stay healthy, she \v iii
L'011tribt1te a lot 10 011r team,'· : aid
1!1e coacl1.
1\.ltl1ough Arti11c H ec t or · is
rcctiperating fro111 minor su rge ryt
Tyler said sl1e does not fo rsee any
problems_'''ith her playi ng.

1

Con ti'nUect

Ph(1to b) Kei lh Ll'adbl'lll'r

on

page 1 O
•

Forward, Lisa Lewis (shooting)
This sea son includes a r·ull 28 game
schedule . In order fo r the Lad y Bi son
to get a NCA A b id , they must
'' . .. beat everybo d )' o n the schedule,''
said Tyler.
•

'' A nd if the possibiliJy comes up
and we lose, \ve still mu sl pla)' a n exceptional game in o rder to be considered ,'' she Said .
Th ~

}' Car~.

tl1e players a11ct to inspire 1l1cm . Red ski11s suc!1 as Doug W illi a 111 s, Darryl
G reen a11 d D'vig ht Ga rne r have all
delivered sti r ri ng messa ges to the
tcan1.
E\c111s of this nature J1elp 1l1e coac hes
uct across ccrtai 11 111essages to their
IJla)'Crs, said H ead Coa ch W il lie
J effries.
'' It l1elps ou r nien \vl1e n they see _
pros tha1 are sp irit ually.i11c lined and
gi,'ing 1ha nk s fo r bei ng blessed to
play professional ba ll, ' ' J effries sa_id.
·'Jt he lps our playe rs a great d eal to
come i11 cont act \\' itl1 these pla}'crs in
a spiritual \vay a nd to i11terac1· ,vilh ~
them."
T he chape l not 0 11l y serves to i1elp
tl1c players spiri1 11all y, but the
coacl1es also sec it a s a chance to in-.
still self p rid e a nd respect ·in their
pl ayers.
'' Mc111) people steteot yj)e football

1987-88 sea son w ill mark
T yler 's I Ith yea r a s a basketbal l
coach at Howard. Before leading the
Lady Bi son, she coached at Ballou
High
S c h o ol
in
Southe·a s t
Washington. Cu rrently , at H oward,
she holds the titl e of A sso ciate
A..thletic D irect o r a s well a s coach.

•

•
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·NFL prospect looks to succeed

'

••

Bison tight end gives all in work, play
Ii~

--------

Ko 11 clo () ale

Making it in the NFL has always
been a childhood dream for the
Augusta , Ga. native . H e want s I Q
mak e it 1101 only for himself, but for
his famil y. H e 'said he wants to suc-

llill111p Staft Re\)(\r tcr

I

\Vl1c11 )OU tl1ir1~ of the cla~s of
1984 arid Bi~o11 1--ootball, the i'. lia111i
co1111cct1011 of 1--lar\-· c~· Recd, Ro1111ic
E1)JJ'> arid Curti~ Chappell qL1ickly
conic 10 1ni11d.

ceed S<4he can help his mother, who
" 'orks two jobs a nd ra ises his you nger
sister alone.

13ut thi~ illu~1riol1~ class 1l1a: !1as
becb1r1c tl1c cor 1.1cr~to11c of H O\\'ard
football shotild' include 011e more
11an1e - Jimn1ic .Johr1stJ11 J r.
'f!1c Bison tig111 end i~ 11ot \Our
regular tigl11 end. He is a11 offensi\·e
player ,, j1J1 a defc11si\·e n1entalit)',
and brLital /1itting 011 tl1e field - \\•hich
probably explait1s hi~ nick 11an1e: '"the
H it ma n ." H e recci\cd the 11an1e dl1ri11g spring practice because of his
k110\\ 11 intensity a11cl brutal hitting 011
the fie ld.

-

"He wants to make it not
011ly f or himself. but for his
f an1i(v. H e wants to succeed so he can help his
mother."

•

-

1

Whc11 sta11di11g 11c;..t to hin1, it is
easy to u ndersta11d ,,·J1y he 111igl1c be
the c lassic 1igl1t c11d. At 6'4'', 235
po und s a nd r1 1nn i11g the 40-~·a rd dash
' i11 4. 7 sec6 nd s, ~'OU ha\'C a ligh t end
\vho can knoc k the 280 pou11d d efe11sivc c11d out 0 11 a sweep and \V ho can
o ust 111os1 li11e backers a11d som e
de fe11sive ba c ks.

Bison tight e nd Jimmie Johnson
''Co m ing fro in an all pass ing offense in higl1 sc hool to a running offc 11se in college has made lme concentrat e 011 bloc ki ng tec hniques more,"
said Jol1 nson . 1' My blo cking ha s irhproyed s1eadi.ly ea ch year si nce
'

J ol111 son is 011e of tl1c mai.n cogs in
an offensive mac hin e that averages
over 30 po int s a garrie. The rea son is
not so le ly becau se o f hi s speed or
pass/cat c hin g ab ili ty. It is hi s bl oc ki11g a bility, wh ich Is a n1ust fo r a 11)·
tig ht end .

I

•

1984 ."
J o h11 son , who was res hirted his
fr es hn1an year, has o ne more season
in 1988. The g eneral co nsensus
aro und th e MEAC is that he is a
leg itima te NFL prospect , who after
the '88 season wi ll be d rafted .

' ' W e have never ha d a n y pro blems
for Jimmy a s a stud ent . He studies
hard and studies well ," said receiver
coach Kermit Blo unt.
Majoring in consumer studies with
a mi nor in ma rketing, J o hnson will
be the fi rst to say ~hat his futur e d oes
not rest solely o n the ho pe o f playing fo r an NFL team .
'' If I d o n ' t maKe the pros then I
would like to work with Kraft o f Proctor a nd G amble in the area o f retail
ma nagem ent, " he said .
P a rt of thi s motivation fo r getting
a degree lies in the fa ct that he is the
fi rst o ne in his immediate famil y to
attend college .
'' I' m d oi ng it for m yself a s well a s

my family," he added .

'
•

•
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Fauntroy advises black f acuity

•

Hilltop Staff Reporter
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Pholos b)· Merriman King

Fonokhan emphasizes a point during unity conference speech.

Farrakhan
Continued from pa·g e 1

''It shocked white folk s to be turned away from mosques ,'' said FarraJ.. :: 1n. Whites, he said, were able to
m ,·. 1~ure the hate that their own hate
had produced.
''Color has poisoned every religion
on earth,'' he continued. Farrakhan
feels that Christianity sanctifies white
supremacy.
''Not Jesus' teachings, but the
white philosophy -with Jesus' name
attached to it . You don't come out
of Christianity feeling good about the
way God created you," he said.

carr·ied out by defining the problem,

D.C. Congressman Walter Fauntr'oy declared the National Congress

'"" ' t.-

Christians, the minister said, talk
about the power of God in church,
''but don't try that on white folks
when they get outside."

''JNe'fe going to punish the traitor.
One day soon, we will punish you
v.•ith death." He later said that he
meant no harm to Coleman.

As many in the audience shifted
uneasily in their seats, Farrakhan
continued. ''The truth hurts, but ·it
hurts the guilty. Think about how
you think. Pick up on your per.s onal
religion--that funny attitude. Church
don't cure your real religion which is
a reaction to white supremacy.''
Farrakhan made"headlines in 1984
when he came to Jesse Jackson's
defense after black Washington Post
reporter, Milton Coleman, 'printed
the pre s id~ntial candidiate's careless
reference to Jews as ''Hymies. ''
Farrakhan rc;s ponded saying,

Born Louis Eugene Walcott, in
Boston, Mass. and raised in the
Episcopal church, Farrakhan joined
the Muslim faith in I 955 and studied
under Muhammed. He was a friend
of the late MalcOlm ~ but later de ~
nounced him whe11 he broke from
Muhammad's church.
After the founder's · death, Farrakhan split from the muslims-which
under leadership of Muhammad's
son, W. Deen, was accepting white
members. He took the original name
of Muhammad's church and formed
the Nation of Islam.

'

if. it js properly unified.
''We are at war for our survival,''
he said. The mission of the BLPF is

By Lori Buckner

••

l

of Black Faculty Members (NCBF) a
''dream come true'' in his keynote
address at the organization's inaugural weekend held Oct. 23-25 9n
th~ campus of Howard University.
The. NCBF, said Fauntroy, provides an opportunity to draw on
talents that will help organize black
America to deal with the ''triple whammy'' of prqblem~ faced today.
According to Fauntroy, industrial
jobs that traditionally employed large
numbers of black American workers
are disappearing. He. said .cheaper
labor can be found abroad, and the
necessary programs designed to
retool workers are being cut. Furtherrnore, he adde~ that the trend has
''come full cycle'' in that U.S. capital
that left the country is now coming
back in foreign harids.
Fauntroy encouraged the faculty to
develop a mission with measurable
goals, advice taken from the rules of
the Black Leadership Family Plan
(BLFP), a national network of 300
leaders of black organizations designed to increase blacks' political power.
As he enthusiastically welcomed the
NCBF to the ''family'' Fauntroy told
of the Plan's objectives and power
that the black community can have

asses!,ing the situation, and giving
specific instructions to each division
for execution.
The BLPF was born as a result of
an appeal by actor/producer Ozzie
Davis at the first meeting of the National Black Caucus. Fauntroy said,

that after recalling the murders of
black leaders such as Medgar Evers
and Dr. Martin Luther King, Davis
requested that the Caucus give a
''plan of action, a Black 10 commandnients'' so that progress could
continue. ''It's not the man, it's the
plan," said Fauntroy.
''When we understand the nature
of our p,ower and organize
measurable goals, we can achieve
the~. 1 ' Fauntroy said, citing a BLPF
decision made two years ago to take
control of the Senate away from
President Reagan. In five states, candidates supported by the organization
won by a one percent margin due to
votes that came from the black
community.
Because of the BLPF's detailed
outlifi.e, declared Fauntroy, ''there is
no excuse for any black American to
say 'I don't know what to do' (to prevent) the obsolescence of people of
ebony hue."
Fauntroy is a graduate of Virginia

Walter Fauntray

Union College and Yale University.
He was an aide to Dr. King and has
been pastor of New Bethel Baptist
Church since 1958. He was elected to
the U.S. Congress in 1971.
.' 'As we rise in seniority, we ought
to be asking who benefits from our
largess," remark~d Fauntroy, who is
the chairman of the House Subcommi'ttee on International Developing
Institutions and Finance.
He encouraged the aud"ience to ~
seize the ''golden opportunity'' of
Jesse Jackson.
''It is my hope that with your help we
wijl have for Jesse a-winning team,''
he said. There are 106 administrative
positions that the president appoints.
Anticipating a Jackson victory,
Fauntroy told the audience, ''We
may well Qe calling on you for your
suggestions of qualified people to fill
them.''

------...iii

•

For nearly 70 years we've been helping
educators like you plan comfortable
retirements. But it's our SRAs that give
you the extra income to really get the most
out of life.
Available to the education community
onl)I Supplemental Retirement Annuities
reduce your reportable income, so you get
immediate tax savings. Contributions and
earnings are fully tax-deferra;I until you
receive them when you retire.
You can choose an SRA from TIAA,
or one from CREF" Or you can have both,
in any combination you like.
Whichever combination you choose
you'll have the option at retirement to receive
·part or all ofy6urfuilds in'a\uirip suin~lixea: -·
period payments, or lifetime income.
SRAs from TIAA-CREF. They'll help
you get the most out of school. And the most
out of life.

,

' I

•

•

•
'

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it~

Miller

•

Continued from page 1

'

'

•

\
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•

"'
•
•

• r/AA"s rate of return on new net ptem1ums 1s 8 .5%, guaranteed

through 2f29188. Dividends a1e declared for one year at a
time. For 1~ CREF"s net total imestment return was 22.0%.
CREF"s return is based on common srock performance. Past
performance is nor 1ndtea/111e of future re suns For 1nformatt0n,
call 1·800-842·2008

As if his p'ast and present accomplishments have not been
enough, Miller has outlined for
himself a ''seventeen-point, two-year ,,agenda'' which identifies seventeen
things he would like to get done in the
next two years. ''And I work on them
every single day," said Miller .
Already responsible for the
establishment of George Washington
University's Washington Writers' Archives, he also wants imi>lemented a
creative v.·riting program at Howard,.
a chain bookstore in the area's black
communities, and a writer in
residence for public housing
developments. What is even more
.i:emarka:P\£ \~ that ~ilje,r p\ap~ i~9,; :b
: manifes,t eacb and everyone of the-SQ·1I
ideas.
·1 ,
1
Howard's writer in residence considers himself ''uncompromising''. In
fact, Miller said, ''I refuse to compromise. I will work with you, but I
just simply refuse to compromise."
Also a man of ''implementation,''
Miller labels himselt. ''disruptive.''
Uncompromisingly, E. Ethelbert
Miller gets things done.
•
He, too, has made his waves in
society and has been rewarded as he
has to his credit several books of
poetry including Season of

Hunger/Cry of Rain and Where are
the Love Poems for Dictators?

Miller has receentlr been
recognized in City Papers ''Best.
of Washington 1987'' in .which it
was said that '' .... Miller has
shown no sign of burning out as
a promoter in a literary role

notorious for its high casualty
rate.''
''I consider myself a political
writer,'' said Miller, who defines
his political philosophy as progressive. ''I try to understand and
analyze."
Miller addresses such
issues as child abuse and teenage
pregnancy in his poems as well.
Although a native New Yorker,

•

•
'

..

Leavingsc

•

ol_can real~y pay off.

•

;/
•

, Miller sees Washington as his

1 home.

However, the recent deaths

of his brother and father have
' brought back memories of growing up in I ronx, New York;
memories which are revealed in

'

his collection of poetr_y due out in
1992 entitled Cfiina Town. ·

Rape
Continued from page 1
\

l

number. l
LCft "in the car was the h·y podermic
needle used as a weapon by the
suspect. It is not known yet if it was
indeed contaminated with the virus.
According to Lawrence Dawson,
director of the Howard University
Security and Safety Services, Third
District police and Unversity security officers will meet this morning to
develop a strategy for capturing the
suspect.
Meanwhile,
Dawson
saicl,

Howard's security is doina wllll It
can to assist the investiption willi 0

the means of their juriadiCtloll. ·

The first rape case ii" now .....,
handled by the O.C. DOlice clepott-

\

\

.

ment's sex squad and La.- iald
they are tryint to enab''sl' a U.11111
between the two depa! · f grl~ . . .
they stronlJy believe ihC
lil•ol.ic
dte
SUll'«t,
Orr,,'31 llllilldda Ille Iii
is tile f.-c tllat
to the
Duttoa
row house Gii INl:llCI
I.

u•
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tor
fP'Aled•t1d::
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Students explore
grad school options
'

Conti.n ued from PC!Qe 1

I

-.___

.
in discus si ng information with
Since Howard compiled a record
st udent s," he said.
Hilltop Slaff Reporter
of 8-3 and continued a winning streak
Many of the recruiters were at the
from last year, some people expected
In an effort to encourage more conference to recruit blacks for their
the team to be ranked early in the
minority students to attend graduate science and engineering schools. This
season. However, skepticism about
school, the Howard Universi1y was t~e case with Dorothy Nagaran, •
the strength of the team's schedule
Graduate School of Arts and coordinator for Graduate Student
among other problems prevented the
Sciences, in joint sponsorship with Affirmative Action at the University
team from being ranked earlier.
the National Consortium for of California at Santa Barbara. ''We
After a 31-22 victory over South
Graduate Degrees for Minorities go to Altanta, New Orleans, and
•
Caro!Ina State College on Sept. 26,
(GEM), held the second annual other schools in other areas in an efthere was speculation that Howard
''Recruitment Day'' Friday, Oct. 23 f o~t to get minority students," she
Jeff
Butler,
left
aitd
William
Fisher
are
itill
working
to
make
the
credit
would then enter the polls. However,
in the Armour J . Blackburn Center. said. ''We have a large hispani.c
union o success.
that anticipation was quickly ended
Potential graduate students population but we're really seeking a
when it was reported that Athletic
representing schools such as Virginia black population to consider U.C.
Director William Moultrie failed to
Union University, Universi1y of Ten- school s.''
file the 1987·88 NCAA Certification
Along \vith having the opportuninessee at Knoxville, and Michigan
of Compliance forms by Sept. 15 for
State University spent the day atten- ty to talk to recruiters, students also
dent .Credit Union, the person who NCAA Division I status. This
ding application and financial aid had the chance to talk with represenBy Angela C. Allen
will review their charter and the prevented the team from being rankseminars and meeting recruiters from tatives from various fellowship proHilltop Staff Reporter
NCUA.
ed until the NCAA received and programs. Martha Conley, a represenvarious colleges.
·
''We foresee no probJems in get· cessed the forms. The forms give
''We came up with this idea in tative for GEM, a portable fellowship
Plans put forth' last semester for a
ting charter approval," said Butler. university athletic departments
order to let students kno\v the oppor· program for intern ship s and fully operational credit union at
tunities available to them and to try fe llowships, talked with students Howard University, although- Fisher said, ''I would like to have it elegibility to compete in NCAA touropen by the end of the semester and naments and to partic'ipate in the
to increase enrollment in th e a bout the opportunities they should delayed, are still under way.
sta:rt operating in the spring polling process.
sciences,'' said Jonetta Da,•is, dean t1ave to get fellowships that will pay
Last semester, William Fisher Jr.
semester." He added that. how fast
When Howard's elig~bility wa~
of student relations at Howard' s for most or all of their graduate a,nd Jeffrey Butler, students in the
they work depends on the University. restored on Oct. 5, they were conGraduate School of Art s and educatio n . Con ley said that GEM School of Business and Public Ad
The HUSFCU was to be located on : sidered recognized by the Division J.
presents \VOrkshops all over thecoun
Sciences.
ministration, had hopes of opening
the ground floor of the C.B. Powell AA polling committee.
''More and more minority students so that representatives mc:i.y ''talk to a student (ederal credit union before
building, but that space was alll1c.ated
Votes are given by an advisory
are going into these fields less and students and let them know about the the end of the semester.
to the School of Communications for committee which consists of athletic
less. We see very few st uOents in type or aid that GEM can offer
''TheY (Butler and Fisher) didn't
accreditation
purposes. Thus • the directors from four regions around
engineering and sciences, so tl1ere is them."
realize the extent of the number of
•
committee was left looking for a the country. Some of the committee
'' I find out that studenis don 't things to do to open a credit union, ''
a great need, " she said .
suitable a11d convenient location . members are representatives from
The keynote address ent itled, know what questions to ask and some said Vincent Johns, dean of Student
Butler said they will need a space cori_ferences such as the Yankee, Col·
''Why Graduate School for Minori · don't even know about graduate
Life and Activities and also Univer·
where they can put automated teller
ty Student s in Science and Engineer- school ,'' Conley said . ''Students need sity appointed representative to the
machines.
ing?'' was given by' Dr . Lilia A. to start focus ing on graduate school credit union committee. ''There's a
''We would prefer a main campus
Abron, a Ph . D . in chemical during their so phomore year. From lot you have to do, such as reports,
location, by main campus I mean
engineering and chief executive of- tl1eir sophomore year on, students marketing strategies and surveys.
Blackburn Center, because most
ficer of PEER Consultants. Abron need to star t looking a nd by their
Last week they (the committee) were
students go through there at least
told the group that there was a need junior year , they should start writing out taking surveys in order to update
once, a day,'' he said.
for academic advancement i11 a11d su bmitting applicatio ns," she the surveys they had done last
Continued from page 1
The
committee
recently
conducted
said.
engineering and arts and sciences and
semester.''
a survey to find out students opinions
Conley
said
that
events
such
as
the
that· minorities were needed to fill
''Recruitmen1 Day'' is good in that
Butler, along with Fisher, Hakim on the establishment of a credit
that gap .
For ~ost who waited, the most agAbdul Hadi, and Felicia Patterson, union. According to the results, 82
''You have the opportunity to ''it gives st udents a basis to ask quesmake up the executive branch of the percent would be willing to deposit gravating part was the treatment of
assume sig nificant pos ition s in tions." She said, ''These conferences
spearheading committee. Butler ad- money in the union, 85 percent said the st udents.
engineering," she sajd. '' You can not only give them a 'how to' but it
''first, we stood in line outside the
mits that they hadn't given they would work at the union, and 95
head great industries, shape young gives tl1em background. It gives them
themselves time to see what exactly percent said they would look at con· · box office forever,'' said Bryant,
minds. You are the ones to disenfran- the encouragement they need to pur·
was involved and they didn't an- venience, location and services in a ''then, they told us to go into the
c hise ... the ones needed to carry sue a graduate education,'' she said .
credit union. Everyone polled said auditorium OJ.lCe we got inside to the
ticipate all the red tape.
Americans through the 2l~t cenThe committee is in the process of yes to the idea of a credit union. The box office windows and said that they
tury,'' Abron said .
finalizing its application for charter, survey represents 10 percent of the would call us in by rows. I wasnt't
The recruiters an swered questions
Which is due into the National Credit student population and was con- going for that. It was ridiculous . "
fro m schools including Michiga11
CORRECTION
To add to aggravations, the box
Union Administration (NCUA) by ducted at different schools on
State University, University of
office closed from noon to 2 p.m.,
Dec. 31, 1987. If the Howard Univer· campus.
California, University of Wisconsin,
The executive committee says they while students stood outside the box
sity Student Federal Credit Union
University of Florida, Miami 1UniverLast Frida)1 's Op·Ed ··com(HUSFCU) is approved, they plan to are very optimistic because of both office aimlessly, anxiously waitin~
sity, Princeton University and pass111i1tee did11 ·1 use resources.·· inoffer loans, seminars of financial stud~nt and administrative support for it to open.
ed out brochures about their prospecad vertent I>• listed the band
''I really wanted to leave, but I
planning, shared checking accounts that in the near future there will be
tive graduate programs.
'
frarernity Kappa Kappa Psi in ·
and access to ready cash for a federal stuQ.ent credit union on ~ne.w that if I did, I would never get
''We've had a lot of students talk
ttck~ts . I've been here forever,'' said
stead of the music fratern it y
members. All deposits will be federatl campus.
to us," said Denni s Ml Iler, a
1
Phi J\1ll Alp ha.
''As long as the effort to start a Lori Autrey, a junior in the School
.ly insured .
·
representative from Michi gan Sta te
,
The committee has consulted with credit union .is ongoing, the Univer- of Communications.
University. ''This event is very proMany students came up with sug.
Georgetown University Federal Stu- sity will continue to support us," said
ductive for us as a university and also
gestions for more efficient sales of
Butler.

By Shelia Maxwell

j

-

Credit union plans still alive

Tickets

onial, Southern, Ohio Valley and the
MEAC.
Every Monday mornin1 the
regional chairmen of Division l·AA
calls the members of the committee
and their regional ra,nkings. Teams
are ranked according to their performances inside and outside of their
conferences, wins and losses, and the
strength of their schedules.
Beanie Cooper, athletic director
for Indiana State University and the
national chairman of the I-AA polling committee, said that considera·
tion of a team's schedule is very important in the polling process.
''What's· important to people is
who you play and whether you win,''
said Beanie.
Once the regional committee
members have ranked the teams, the
regional Chairmen start ranking each ·
team for the poll. ·
For every first place vote that a
team gets, it also gets 20 points; for
second place votes it gets 19 points,
etc. When the votes have been made
and the points totalled, then the
teams are ranked .
The teams that are ranked the
highest are the teams that get the
most attention; however, all the
teams that make the poll get
recognition .
As a result of the -ranking, the
Howard football progam is getting
more exposure in addition to what it
has already received from the media.
According to Ed Hill, Howafd's
sports information director, the exposure will help build the program.
''It gives you certain amount of
cred'ibility and you want to parlay
that in~o your recruiting. The best
way to get respect is to get ranked,"
Hill said.
,..
tickets in the future, including stag.
gered selling hours, and tickets
through the mail. The most popular
suggestion, however, was to have
each individual school alotted tickets
to sell to their students.
,
''By doing it that way,'' said
Aikins, ''they could avoid the crush
at the box office. Even having three
ticket windo~s open didn't help to
ease the crunch.''
Many veterans of Howard did not
even bother with the push ~o purchase
homecoming tickets, citing .reasons
s~ch as lack of money, being fed up
with the overall system for tickets
sales at the University, and general
disgust with tltis year's homecoming .
''This is crazy,'' said Adrian Gill,
a junior psychology major. ''I've
been here for three years, and I've
seen two step shows·. I can't afford
these jacked up prices, just bec2use
it's Morehouse vs. Howard. Every
year, the crowds, and the lines, get
worst. I've got more important
things to be pressed about than
homecoming tickets.
The Homecoming Cominittee had
no comment ori the incident .

•

Sales-Building Systems and Services

ATTENTION! ATTENTION!
•

, THE HOWARD UNIVE RSITY
1

•

STUDENT ASSOCIATION

?
•

COMMITTEE ON ENTREPRENEURIAL
AFFAIRS

'

Would like to encourage all interested students

Recruiting on November 2, 1987

who consider themselves to be entrepre1eurs or

Most graduat.es are faced with starting all
over in their learning process once they
join the professional world. Advancement
and increased earnings may also be slow
to come 'vhile you're gaining on the job
training.

are involved' in any type of entrepreneuria·I
projects and wish to be recognized for these
activities to contact:
•

AT /HE HUSA OFFICE

There can be a better way to get your
career moving though. Honeywell's
Building Services Division is seeking
bright, highly motivat.ed people for
positions as sales representatives.
Here's how we work:

ROOM 102

•ow- D~vision provides a wide range of

COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN•• - TSHAKA TURNER
VICE CHAIRMAN - NORMAN BLISS

professional expertise to building
owners and managers

BLACKBURN CENTER

•products and services incluQ.e:

preventative maintenance,
energy management,
building automation.
repair and replacement,
environmental controls
and security' syst.ems L

•

Also inquire• about possible participation tn an
upcoming program entitled:

"THE COLLEGE CAMPUS"
'

«=.

A •TRAINING GROUND FOR

'

• we provide a comprehensive initial

training program plus continuing
personalized field training

'

•with over 100 Building Services offices
across the U.S. you have a variety of ·
location opportunities

•

•these offices are staffed with service
and maintenance technicians,
cust.omer service i-epresentatives wid
sales consultants
You can start now and be way ahead a.
few years down the road. Find out more
by checking Honeywell's recruiting
schedule in your placement office. If
unable to meet with our
representative on campus, ·
please send res
e
to: Sales Staffing,
Commercial Buil ·
Group, Honeywell,.
Inc., MN 27-6153,
Minneapolis, MN
55408. An Equal
Opportlmity
. EmployerM/f/HN.

"

FUTURE ENTREPRENEURS

f
(

TO BE HELD

\
TUESDAY NOVEMBER 11, 1987
\

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AUDITORIUM
7:00 pm

•
•
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Jeffries

•

tations to Jeffries and his coaching
staff before the start of and im~mediately following Saturday's foot. ball game versus Norfolk State at
Greene Stadium.

•

Since coming to the University
three years ago, Jeffries has compiled a 1,9-19 record. Unimpressive at
first sight, but exceptionally good
when you consicler the team's 13-4
record from the past two seasons
alone. This includes the current 5+1
mark, which placed the Bison in 20th
place on the NCAA Division J+AA
poll l'ast Monday+-the first time a
Howard football team has been
ranked.
i
·
Jeffries is also responsible for
coaching the team to winning 12 of
their last 13 games.
''We're expecting all Howard fans
to participate Saturday by wearing
blue and white as we show not only
Coach Jeffries, but the entire football
program how proud we are of their
recent accomplishments,'' Bedford
said.

lncluJ!ed will be the presentation of
proclamations issued by the D.C. City Council and Mayor Marion Barry.
ACcording to Craig Bedfcird,
HUSA vice president, Jeffries is being honored for ''the renewed spirit
he has brought back to the campus
vi;;1 his winning ways with the footliall program.

Continued from page 1

fice in Jeffries' honor.
_.
Saturday has been designated by
HUSA and sports information as
'Coach Willie Jeffries Appreciation
Day'.
Several University and District of
Columbia governmental organiza+
tions will be making special presen+

''Coach Jeffries has not only
helped uplift the football program
athletically,'' Bedford said, ''but he
has also brought a lot of integrity to
the program as far as academics are
concerned . And for that we are

thankful."

And beginning in 1985, the
Artist-in+Residence program wa!>
• sta11ted whereby working profes+
sionals in variou~ artistic capacities
could share their experience and
t::ilPnf \Vifh <:f1trl"'"'" <>nrl the
commun.ity.
Continued from page 2
That tradition, the brainchild of
M.usic Department head Dr.
In an effort to compete equally
Relford Patterson, kicks up again
with Rap, Pop, and ' other music
next week as Howatd welcomes
forms that dominate the interests
Wynton Marsalis . Marsalis, a
of inner city and collegiate
grammy award+winning Jazz an'd
st udents, the music department is • Classical trt1mpet virtuouso, will
~ttempting to appeal to a broader
open the '87+'88 season 'of the
spectrum of students by listing the
Artist+in+Residence Program in
jazz studies course in the registrathe Andrew Rankin Chapel,
tion booklet as a divisional course
November 5 at 12:30 p.m ..
such as Classical Art, German
Perhaps with the enthusiam of
Culture and Art appreciation inartists such as Marsalis and others
stead of specialiZed course within
who will come over the course of
the School of Fine Arts.
the series, we can tackle the pro-

Jazz

BLOOM COUNTY

...-------,
•

Nc\1' :\ l:1rkc1i11g Dirrt·tor
Nr£1 " Cr:1tk 'e111 l '1l"
K:1l st1 1r1 'r:1s g11ir1g ltl tell
tl1c s ltlf.\' ;1lJ(1111 tl1c priest,
Ilic r :1IJ IJi :111{l tl1c gir1llc
s:1lcs111;111, IJlJI lie l1:1s
:1 1>1i:1re1111.'-' cl1okc£I i11 tl1e

E~ert Systems is just one

of.our areas ofexpertise:
Bentley's Master of
Science in Coµiputer
Information Systems.

tl1rtcl1.

Nc£1 ~ 01111

11·ill

l>c 111 (1vi 11i::

l1:1ck Tu !-. l1i1>1Jing 1rl1crc.
lie ~ l1 c1 11l1I be 11 :1 1>11~· ! ti
learrl, l1is :llt1\ic11cc 1vill
lJc :1 l.>11111 t 11·11.

l11fo11n;1ti<>11 nl<ln•tgeme nt has l::iecome a key fu11ction in

\irti1<illy cvel)' f;1t·ct oflJusiness, fron1 ae<.'Ou11ting and finance
I<>111;u·k cti11~ prodl1c.tion, ;u1d research.
13e11tley College's ~1SCIS progr.ll11 is d esigi1ecl to IJridge
tl1c tcc\111ologist/ll.'>er gap IJy pre(><uing professio11als \Vho

Paid Sleep Study Volunteers.
Department of Behavioral
Biology of the Walter Reed
Army Institute of Research,
Silver Spring, MD seeks
healthy males between the
ages of 2x and c.s, who a~e
nonsmokers and medication·
free to participate in a study
of sleep deprivation during
either October, November or
December. Participants can
earn up to $300. Federal
employees or active duty
military cannot be paid. Call
·
Lisa at (30~1 t1S27,~.~S29

solicl fol111datio11 i11 \Jusiness •md i11fonnation syste1ns
!Jri11ci1llcs. The jJTOgr..im is ta.tight by a d.e<lic;1ted facu1ty
c.Xf:>eric 11ced in tl1e areas of expert systems, data co1nmuni+
JXlSSt.-'S." <l

'

c;1ti1111s :u1d

11chvorks, <iecision supJXlrt systems, and infonna+

tici11 syste111s ad1ni11istr'.:ltio11.

JI' yt1t1 <If(' looking to asswne ;1 lea<lershiJJ positio11 as a
tc1.:l111ical 1n<111<1g;er, c."0111e sh1cly witl1 ;1ck11owledged experts in
tl1t· flelcL For 111<Jre i11fQnn;_1tio11,
•
C<UI (6 17)89 1-2108.

'

•

,

'

•

'

front ~ runner.

Graduating Engineering and Computer Science Majors

MarkYour Calendars.
Lockheed fl1issiles & Space Compa11y, in Sunnyvale, CA, in\'ites )'OU
to join us at our Open 11ouse and Infc1m1atio11 Sen1inar on Thursda)',
November 5th fron1 4:30 pm-6:30 pm in the Engineering Library.This

is your opportunity to meet our represe11tatives and fi11d out more
about one of the nation's most inn11vative aer1>space com11anies.
)

'

'
players as the guys wl10 walk around
the campus getting drunk and beating
up other students on Friday-nights,''
said Humes .
' 'We try to get the message across
to our players that, that js not the
message we at Howard want to
send," Humes sajd.
The true test of the success of the
chapel meetings is based upon the
feedback that Fuller receives from the
players with whom he works.
''The players have been v.ery
responsive.to the chapel service and
my ministry,'' he said. ''Last year as
a token of their appreciation, t~e en+
tire team came by my church and
presented me with a plaque and that
was a very pleasant surprise.''
''Rev. , Fuller makes himself
available to the team year in and year
out. We hold him in very high esteem
for his service .to Christ and to the
team," said Jeffries, adding that
Fuller's serv ices to the team.are free
of charge.
''He asks for nothing in return, all
that it costs us is a thank you,'' he
said.

Jackson supporters, Jackson is not
receiving the level of coverage that
has previously been allotted to the

•

'

Continued from page 8

Continued from page 3

The Howard Inn is America's onlv. black-owned
and black-operated tull-service hotel.
. (202) 462-5400
•

Chapel

'

.

'

blem of exposure. For if we don't,
then we cheat olack youths and
ultimately ourselves. If we haven't
learned to appreciate and pass
alcng what we have created, then
our heritage, what little is left, is
certain to face yet another
annihiliation.
·'
I

Jackson

..

The Newman Catholic
Student Center
of
Howar~ University
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~Lockheed Missiles & Space Company
Civing shape to imagination.

Sot1rces close· to Jackso·n say that
he is not worried that recent polls
show Hart and Cuomo, two can+
didates who are not in the race, as
having a better chance of getting the
nominktion than Jackson.
• A~t~oyg~) Jacksoil .has on~~ ~t?. ' 11
ween 20' -', ·a nd 25 percent of
Democratic voter support, he con+
tinues to seek voters through a new
mainstream approach that he lacked
in 1984.
Experts say that Jackson's best
chance td gain more support is dur+
ing the March. primaries in the south.
The 14 state southern regional
primary of March 14 could give
Jackson's campai·gn thaL extra lift
that it needs to capture more support.
Assuming that no other candidates
remove themse\,\'!S from the race
Jackson still has a long way to go
before being seriously considered for
the n·omination.
He only has about 20 percent of
the vote, and the remaining 80 per+
cent of voters could unify behind one
of the lesser known candidates.
But, being the first Democratic
candidate to weather a media attack
so far, it appears that Jackson has
emerged from the post+Hart pack,
known as ''seven guyS named Izzie,"
and is making a strong bid for the
Democratic nomination .

...

'

THE
PROGRESSIVE UNDERGROUND
0

•

'

Harvard1
Business School

'

'

"

'

MBA Program ·

11.U . 's most Innovative
Production Company

,

We specialize in
Promotions
Promotional Consult ing
l\us ic
An Affiliate of
Mind Energy Unlimited

The

1\n inforrnal information session
for prospective applicanJs, hosteCl
by a representative of the
Admissions Board, will be held 011

'

Let us celebrate:
African }' aith
Caribbean Faith
Af1·v-A111t:ri\:a11 t aith

Thanksgiving

•

•

Nov. l

/

Nov ....

Nov. 15
Nov. 22

For details, , please contact
I

•
'

Father Russell Dillard,
Director
at 2417 First St., N.W.
Time: 11 a.m.
Phone: 234-0983

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 3

The- Cooperative Educa_tion and
Placement Off ice

•
•

••

•

Harvard Business S..::hool is committed to the principle
equal
• educational oPp•}rtunitv.
•

-
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University Wide
Activities.
Appropriation 'Board
(UWAAB)
Announces that Funds are
available for appropriation
* Budget R-equest Forms
are available in
The Office of· Student
Activities.
* Budget Request Form
deadline is
November 13, 1987 at 5:00
p.m.
* Forms should be returned to:
Office
of
Student
Activities
Blackburn Center, Room
117

636-7000

'

,

•

•
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Announcements

Students--Faculty-·Staff--top prices
paid for used and unwanted books
with resale value . Tim Jones. TAJ
Bouk Service 722-0701 . Support a
student enterprise.

Attention School of Business,
,School of Liberal Arts, School of

Communications_stude1nts who want

good ·scores - on the LSAT , a
representative from Stanley Kaplin
will be here to· address your ques-

tions and concerns about the
course. A meeting will be held on
Thursday, November 12 at 7:30 p.m.

in

the

School

of

Business

The Department of Management.
SAM, HUHMA sponsor: SPIKE LEE,
producer of ''She 's Gotta Have It ''
will speak to interested students in
the School of Business and Public
Admlnistratio'n on Friday, November
6. 1987 at 12 noon in the Auditorium
of SBPA. Reception will follow at
1 :00 p. m. in the Faculty lounge.
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority. Incorporated, Alpha Chapter commends
all participants in the Second Annual
Stop Hunger Fast to benefit Africare
and S. 0 . M. E. Please turn in all
funds to Bethune Hall Suite
560W.Monday. November 2. 1987
from 9 :00 a. m. to 5:00 p. m.

Auditorlum .
Professor Arthur Dante, Johnsonian

Professor of Philosophy, Columbia
University wlll lecture on ''Art and Artifacts in African Culture '' on Tuesda~_. NovemberB. 3:00 · 5:00. (n the
Undergraduate Library Lecture Hall
(L-41 ).
Professor Jorge Garcia, University
of Notre Dame will lecture on ''The
Virtues as the Basis for Morality'' on
Wednesday, November 4. 3 :00 5:00, in the Forum of the Blackburn
.center .
The Graduate Architecture and Planning Alumni Chapter will sponsor a
Seminar: The Many Faces of Planning/ the Rol e of Black Planners. Fri day. November 6 . 3 :30 · 5 :30 p. m.
The Moot Court Auditorium in the
School of Architecture and Planning.
All faculty , students. alumni , and
friends are asked to participate in
this stimulating forum of distinguished professionals in this field .
The Student National Medical
Association will hold a general body
meeting on November 17, 1987 in
the Forum (Blackburn Center). The
meeting will start at 5:00 p.m.
Stolen: A 1Ok gold ring with unusual
carvings and design. Of important
sentimental value! If found , please
return to Drew Hall Box 245A.
Reward offered, no questions asked .
Friday, October 30 - Saturday, October 31. Sanctionists Against South
Africa . -- What Works? VXhat
Ooesn 't? Intl . conf. sponsored by the
African Studies and Research Program at Blackburn Center. Admission Free. For more information call
636·7655.
.

MEDICAL GROUP FOR EYES

Total

$79

Pennaftex Pennalena

Bl:L Ext. Wear ...... .
Add. Pair(2weel<s) ........ $50
Add. colot' Ext. tG-6

(Incl: Violet) ....... ... . .... $79

Delly Contacts .......
Chg. Br. Eye to Bt. Gr.
Aqua, Hazel, Dk. Br.. .

$65

$l7 9

The lndiah~ Club will meet Thursday ,
November 5-_at 5:00 p . m., Douglass
Hall Room ~ 6 . Also, Congratulations to our Mr\a Miss Indiana! Umar
Hansan and Andrea Morehead .
Remember last tyear in Atlanta. Oa
Fellas party for Spike Lee was sold
out? This year they are having a bigger bash in the entire Pavillion - all
three levels. Don 't miss out!! School
Daze.
The Communications Student Council and the Office of the Dean pre·
sent ... The Second Annual StudentFaculty HALLOWEEN PARTY!ll Friday, October 30. 1987, 7:00 · 9 :00
~ · m. Room W3-207 (formerly 318)
Refreshments witl be served .
The Alabama Student Asso(;iation
will hold a meeting on November 5
in Locke Hall Room 105 at 5:00 p.
m. We request the attendance of all
students that are from Alabama.

THE TIDE IS IN!!!!
The Ladies of Alpha Chapter.
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
invite you to experience our
HOMECOMING 1987
Friday, November 6, 1987
TWILIGHT RENDEZVOUS II ...
a cabaret cruise
Spirit of Washington, Pier 4
6th St. and Water St., SW
10:30 p. m. - 2:00 a. m.
(boat leaves at 12:00 a. m.)
1st floor (enclosed)- Live Jazz Band
2nd floor (enclosed)- DJ music
3rd floor (open deck)
Attire · After Five
SP.afood buffet a~d cash bar
Admission $15 . TicKet s
are
1
;:i\ ailable
at Cran1ton Box Office
Saturday, November 7
Victury Party - '' Burning Down the
House'' at St. Augustine's . 15th and
V St .. NW. 10:00 p. m. - 2:00 a. m.
$3 before 12. $5 after 12.
--,-=--~-cc=,--~~~~~·

Get Ready! The Party you 've been
waiting for coming this Homecoming .
Friday, No'<ember 6th Todd Johnson
presents THE PHAT BOOTY CHAM·
PIONSHIP of the WORLDll $1.000
in µash (one thousand dollars) plus
two round trip tickets tO a very warm
destination!! Unlimited free belch
making libations, free Armand 's Pizza and breakfast at 6 :00 a. m. 'cause
we're going to 8:00 a. m. baby, at
the Clubhouse. baby! Contact Todd
about contest at 265-0450 .
The Human Ecology Student Council needs a talented artist to n;iake an
Human Ecology T·Shirt logo. The
basic guidelines are: two basic colors and the words ''Human Ecology ''
included. The award is $50.0.0 and
a free T·Shirt . For-more information
contact 232-0879 or the H. E. S. C.
office.

Nurse-·Midwifery Open House .
Anyone interested in a career in
nurse- midwifery is invited. Information about educational requirements
and career opportunities willbe Club MD is sponsoring a Halloween
presented. Refreshments . 12:45 - '· Punchout Party !!! Today, Friday, Oc5:00 p. m .. November 12. 1987. tober 30. 4 :00 - 8 :00 p. m. (AdmisGeorgetown University School of sion is free) All are welcome!!!
Nursing, St. Mary's Hall ; 3700
Undergraduate Student
Reservoir Road. NW; WashingtoR , The
Assembly proudly presents the 8th
DC.; Phone 687-4767 .
Annual Salute to Black Women ,
The Ladies of Alpha Chapter. Delta '' The Black Woman .. Unique by
Sigma Theta Inc., invite all women in- Nature, Dynamic by Design ." Come
terested in participating in the 1987 out on Thursday, Nov . 19-22, and
Jaberwock Talent Competition to help pay tribute to our greatest
please call 628-4426 or 387-8758. natural resource.
Accurate Word Processing by
former legal Secretary. Extremely
detail- oriented: checks grammar and
citi3.tions . Usually 1-2 day turnaround. Meet you at HU. Call Jean,
593-9689.

HUSA would like to thank the hundreds of volunteers and participants
that supported the National Black
Student Unity Conference.
TYPIST · WORD PROCESSOR - Say
you 're a Student for Special Student
Rates · Call Pat 649-7348 .

-------

LSAT • GMAT • GRE

--,

RLlf~ic

Educational Services

VA4314EVER.LH•D.C.1511 K.51.
MD554t NICH. LH•MD. ST. BAIN. ID

5010 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W.

Suite 201

1-llQG.832-1080
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OPICS
Friday, November 6, 1987, Howard
Help wanted
presents The Clash of The Titans
(Morehouse vs. Howard), and G & G Would you like the opportunity to
productions will be there with the
make $94.000 in a year while also
f'A RTY to END ALL PARTIES - helping to promote Black business?
Homecoming Budget Jam · '87 from Well then send a self addressed
10:00 p. m. until 3:00 a. '11· at St. stamped envelope to: Invest in
Augustines . $3.00 before 11 :00. yourself. 1630 3rd St .• NW .
This Party will definitely make your Washington, DC 20001 and find ou
night worth it when everything is tabout the hottest practical and pro$12.00 or more. Why pay your life Jitable Marketing plan availablP
away?
Student by day .... Environmental
The Howard University Association crusader by night!!! Oust off your
._,f Future Social Workers (AFSW) cape, earn$$$, and qualify for front
:··•esents ''An 'Evening With Sonia line political work: STOP pesticide
Sanchez: The Black Experience poisoning; LEARN pol itical organiz·
ing skills; TRAIN for '87 and '88
Hevisited''
When: Npvember 5. 1987 7 :00 p. m. elections. 10-4t hours/wk. Eve.
Where: School ·of Bu siness · ft/pt. Sal . $5-7/hr. Advcmt/travel
opps. Toxics never slelep ... take a
Auditorium
meaningful job and be a part of the
More Info: Renee (636-2652)
Free
admission.
Donations solution! Call Clean Water Action .
547-1196.
accepted.

r ,111cJ,'.i<:v11,,.1 :.11•,•1 ,...,. ,,l.-.

PR1Cf"'

Attention all s.t udents: Get set for
October 31, 1987 to celebrate
''Coach Willie E. Jeffries Day '' to
honor a coach who has changed HU
Football into something FANtastic l!
Support your Bison in their LAST
home game for 1987 {besides
Homecoming). Be there early or lose
your seat!
Stolen: A 1Ok gold ring with unusual
carvings and design. Of important
sentimental value! lf found , please
return to Drew Hall Box 245A.
Reward offered, no questi9ns as~ed.
Video tape conversj::>n from U. &.
standard (NTSC) to foreign standards (PAL/SECAM/PAL M). PAL I
SECAM I PALM are standards used
in most countries in Europe, Asia,
Africa and South America . Convert
your V2'' VHS made in the U.S. A.
to your country's video standard or
vice versa. Quality ls as good as your
original. $40.00. Call 291-6677
REVIERA ENTERPRISES
Attention: All organizations will be
photographed for the 1988 YEAR·
BOOK on Veterans Day Holiday,
November 11, 1987. All organiza·
tions must make an appointment at
the Bison Yearbook Office, Room
G-06. Blackburn Center. This in·
eludes teams, the band, dorm councils. honor societies, student councils , state clubs, greeks, special interest groups, etc.
The Ladies of Alpha Chapter,
De ·? Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
coru101ly invite you to our 1987
Homecoming Cabaret ''Rhapsody in
Red '' the 6th of November, The
Hyatt on Capitol Hill. 400 New
Jersey Avenue N.w., 10 p. m. 'til 2
a. m. Tickets $8 in advance at Cram·
ton Auditorium, $10 at the door. Attire : Semi-formal.
For Love of Children and Project
Concern
International
nee d
volunteers and sponsors for the
Walk for Children on October 31 at
Carderock Recreational Park. All interested please contact Jomarga
Thompkins or Monica Rowland at
565-2383. Howard students and
faculty are invited to attend.
Professional Typing Service (202) 488-7005.

OD/MO Needed

Dear Lashawn
'
Thanks for listening and understanding my whining . I will always be
there for my ''Jerra''!
Family & Friend
Jai
To the Engineering ''Queen' '
-KlmberlyYou don 't have to be a"fraid of being
alone, we 're with you all the_ way,
(and that's the pointl!) Best wishes
to·one of the best from all of the rest,
The-Golden Girls & The Golden Child
•

To Kim Queen. Miss School of " E"
your Mission : to impress all of H.U.
with beauty, Intelligence, and charm
that we as close friends have seen
in you all along . Make us all proud ...
Good luck!!
·
:
JMG PPL CVL IMS
NYC:
Things have been working out pret·
ty smoothly the last few days (not
counting the misunderstanding) and
I'm looking forward to the Homecoming celet>ration for more than one
reason this year ... Hope you are too .
D'Boss

..

Washington, D.C. 20016

(202) 628-0400

,

Personals

Patrice , Mass house
What 's up mystery woman? Why
haven't you contacted me? l really
would like to meet you .
Signed " E.. Logan Pk.

Never in my life have I been so confused, but with people like Florida
Stank and Pretty Eyes there with 'm~
when I'm getting plastered , I'm sure
things will work out okay. And by the
way Mom anc:t Dad , one day ·I'll get
a job. Right now I don 't know when
that is, but one day ....

In search of a woman seen at the
Howard· Towson football game. You
were seated in section 2, third row
from the top dressed in a white long
sleeve sweat shirt . (Your girl friend
had on a si milar shirt with the Polar
Bear Club emblazoned across the
front). l need to soeak with you, pr6nto. Call Juan at 1301) 235-6901 or
596-2278.
Davina D.
Happy two months anniversary and
just remember. !STILL LOVE YOU.

T. F.
Huh

Michael J.
Hi! Bought any new fish lately?
Boyd K.
You are the best brother in the whole
wide world . WiSh you were here!!
· Love alytays,
Mouse

Congratulations!!
1
Powerhouse vocalist Alvin Bell - the
1st place winner.,,. of IBEX Club's
talent competition!
From,
Michelle

0

Fen and Weis ,
I'm not a P.W .!!
Tee · Bone
Happy Birthday to 18-A-87 and
22-A-87 from all of your sands.
Q. G. Q. G. Skee·Wee!!!!!f!!

Noel J ..
Don't make promises you don 't intend to keep . Friends don 't treat
each other the way you 've been
treating me. You are making a big
deal out of nothing.
8935

J. T . and Wendy
You have already made us very
proud of you. We love you and you
are in our prayers. Alpha Excellence
will prevail!!!!!
Love, all of your sands, a . G. O . G.
and The Real Rox!!

Quarterback!!!
You're worth the wait!!!
From the mean, nasty, and nice
Scorpio who loves you the most.

Deryl,
Thank you for coming into my life
and making everything beautiful.
Luv, Carolyn

DHJ I MISS YOU!
Pooh and Stank are on the loose and
there's no stopping them now ...

Jeebs!
Hl! ! !

•

E
Ms Bass
As I have said before, you obviously
''J ust Don't Know ... " (how much I
care)
from one of your many chauffeurs

J.F.G.
OesPite false perceptions, I want
things to work out for you. I'll always
be . your friend no matter what .
Remem ber , we were a good paddle
boat team.
·
Hans Sallerya!

To Chicago Wrestlers :
We are definitely interested . We
have started out as friends, but now,
it is time for something a little
deeper. Do you both ag ree?
Signed,
Stuff Animal and Kindergarten
Teacher

Hey Jen Fen ,
She is a P. W. so don't you believe
otherviise!
Wrongly Accused
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HAIRWEAVE SPECIAL
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$30 - $120
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5401 FOURTEENTH STREET, N.W .
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20011
(202) 723-1827

• One-Four Row Weave
• Free Consultation
• High Quality Tangle-Free 100%
Wet & Wavy }tuman Hair
• Guaranteed Hairgrowth
• No Pulling - No Pain
• Shampoo , Condition. Style & Cut
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LIMiTE?~:toFFER
SPECIAL HAIRCOLORS ADDITIONAL
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You're invited to join us for an evening of praise with

.

Myrna Summers & ·Singers
Our yery own

Howard Gosp,el Choir
.

and /
- .

The .y oung Disciples

i

\ .

•

THIS EVENING
Friday, October 30th
7:00 p.m.
Cramton Auditorium

$8 students
$10 gener~

Tickets are available at Cramton Box Office
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Don't miss our evening of

1C 1() 1() IL JIA\7LZ
•

1n an
intimate atmosphere
featuring:

Noel Pointer
"" 6th
Friday, November
The Howard Inn
Founder's Ballroom
7:00 p.m. (1st show)
10:00 p.m. (2nd show)
$12 Admission
··
.

Tickets are available al Cramlon Box Offke
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•

resents:

•

·'•

The Incomparable ·
•
.

With Special Guests ·

R GER TROUTMAN
&ZAPP
'

and comedian

YLVIA TRAYM RE .
Saturday, November 7th
8:00 p.m.
Cramton Auditorium
$14 students
$16 general
.
Tickets are available at Cramton Box Office
•
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Up-to~tke-minute

HOMEUOMING '87
INFORMATION
''

•

Call the

HUR
Homecoming Hotline
'

'

•

•

\

•
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